Abstract: A system executes a principal lending transaction to lend international securities from lending accounts of a global entity to borrowing accounts of the entity acting as a principal and includes a database storing securities availability information indicating availability of the international securities available for borrowing from lending accounts, and a server implemented by a principal lender. The principal lending system configured to receive a short sale indication of a security for a borrowing account, electronically generate a transfer instruction to a custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the international shorted security from at least one lending account to the borrowing account of the same global entity as the global entity of the at least one lending account, electronically transmit the transfer instruction, and electronically transmit a second transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted security from the principal to the borrowing account.
Cross-Reference to Related Applications


Background

[0002] Securities lending or stock lending refers to the lending of securities by one party to another. The terms of the loan will be governed by a "Securities Lending Agreement", where the borrower provides the lender with collateral, in the form of cash, government and other securities, or a Letter of Credit of value equal to or greater than the loaned securities. As payment for the loan, the parties negotiate a fee, quoted as an annualized percentage of the value of the loaned securities. If the agreed form of collateral is cash, then the fee may be quoted as a "rebate", meaning that the lender will earn all of the interest which accrues on the cash collateral, and will "rebate" an agreed rate of interest to the borrower.

[0003] Securities Lending is legal and clearly regulated in most of the world's major securities markets. Most markets mandate that the borrowing of securities be conducted only for specifically permitted purposes, which generally include:

1. to facilitate settlement of a trade,

2. to facilitate delivery of a short sale,
3. to finance the security, or
4. to facilitate a loan to another borrower who is motivated by one of these permitted purposes.

[0004] When a security is loaned, the title of the security transfers to the borrower. This means that the borrower has the advantages of holding the security, just as though they owned it. Specifically, the borrower will receive all coupon and/or dividend payments, and any other rights such as voting rights. In most cases, these dividends or coupons must be passed back to the lender in the form of what is referred to as a "manufactured dividend". The initial driver for the securities lending business was to cover settlement failure. If one party fails to deliver stock to you it can mean that you are unable to deliver stock that you have already sold to another party. In order to avoid the costs and penalties that can arise from settlement failure, stock could be borrowed at a fee, and delivered to the second party. When your initial stock finally arrived (or was obtained from another source) lender would receive back the same number of shares in the security they lent. The principal reason for borrowing a security is to cover a short position. As you are obliged to deliver the security, you will have to borrow it. At the end of the agreement you will have to return an equivalent security to the lender. Equivalent in this context means fungible, i.e. the securities have to be completely interchangeable. Compare this with lending a ten euro note. You do not expect exactly the same note back, as any ten euro note will do.

[0005] Securities lenders are institutions which have access to lendable securities. This can be asset managers, who have many securities under management, custodian banks holding securities for third parties or third party lenders who access securities automatically via the asset holder's custodian. The international trade organization for the securities lending industry is the International Securities Lending Association.
We have determined that the existing securities lending processes can be significantly improved in accordance with the computer architecture and computer processes performed on said architecture, as described below.

Summary

A computer system executes a principal lending transaction to lend international securities from lending accounts of a global entity to borrowing accounts of the global entity, in which the global entity acts as a principal. The system includes a computer database storing international securities availability information indicating availability of the international securities available for borrowing from lending accounts of the global entity, and a computer server system implemented by a principal lending computer system connected to the computer database. The principal lending computer system configured to receive a short sale indication of an international security for a borrowing account, electronically generate a transfer instruction to a custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the international shorted security from at least one lending account to the borrowing account of the same global entity as the global entity of the at least one lending account, electronically transmit the transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system, and receive a record of the custody transfer. A computer implemented method and various alternative embodiments are also disclosed.

A computer system executes a principal lending transaction to lend the securities from lending accounts of an entity to borrowing accounts of the entity, in which the entity acts as a principal. The system includes a computer database storing securities availability information indicating availability of the securities available for borrowing from lending accounts of the entity, and a computer server system implemented by a principal lending
computer system. The principal lending computer system configured to receive a short sale indication of a security for a borrowing account, electronically transmit a first transfer instruction to a custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted security from at least one lending account to the principal, and electronically transmit a second transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted security from the principal to the borrowing account. A computer implemented method and various alternative embodiments are also disclosed.

[0009] In some optional embodiments of the invention, the short sale indication is received after the short sale by monitoring a trading computer system to detect short sales by borrowing accounts. In some optional embodiments of the invention, the short sale indication is received before the short sale as a borrow request identifying a security to be borrowed based on the securities availability information.

[0010] In some optional embodiments of the invention, the borrow request is received from an investment manager for the borrowing account. In some optional embodiments of the invention, the system electronically receives a securities locate request identifying securities sought for borrowing, and electronically transmits a securities locate request response indicating availability of the securities sought for borrowing.

[0011] In some optional embodiments of the invention, the securities locate request is received from an investment manager for the borrowing account. In some optional embodiments of the invention, the lending account and the borrowing account both belong to the same client of the entity. In some optional embodiments of the invention, the securities availability information is stored in the principal lending computer system based on information from lending accounts seeking to participate in principal lending transactions.

[0012] In some optional embodiments of the invention, the information from lending accounts seeking to participate in principal lending transactions is received from a lending
agent of the entity. In some optional embodiments of the invention, the system initiates a lending transaction of long securities held by the borrowing account to a broker to obtain cash collateral for principal lending transaction. In some optional embodiments of the invention, the system electronically transmits proceeds of sale of the borrowed security to the borrowing account. In some optional embodiments of the invention, the system initiates a purchase of securities for the borrowing account using the sale proceeds.

[0013] There has thus been outlined, rather broadly, the more important features of the invention in order that the detailed description thereof that follows may be better understood, and in order that the present contribution to the art may be better appreciated. There are, of course, additional features of the invention that will be described hereinafter and which will form the subject matter of the claims appended hereto.

[0014] In this respect, before explaining at least one embodiment of the invention in detail, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction and to the arrangements of the components set forth in the following description or illustrated in the drawings. The invention is capable of other embodiments and of being practiced and carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology employed herein are for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting.

[0015] As such, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the conception, upon which this disclosure is based, may readily be utilized as a basis for the designing of other structures, methods and systems for carrying out the several purposes of the present invention. It is important, therefore, that the claims be regarded as including such equivalent constructions insofar as they do not depart from the spirit and scope of the present invention.
These together with other objects of the invention, along with the various features of novelty which characterize the invention, are pointed out with particularity in the claims annexed to and forming a part of this disclosure. For a better understanding of the invention, its operating advantages and the specific objects attained by its uses, reference should be had to the accompanying drawings and descriptive matter in which there is illustrated preferred embodiments of the invention.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

[0017] Figure 1 shows an overview of the Enhanced custody Model product.

[0018] Figure 2 shows an expansion of the data repository to include ECM activity.

[0019] Figure 3 shows an operation model of an enhanced custody and lending model.

[0020] Figure 3A shows an operation model of an enhanced custody and lending model according to a second embodiment of the invention.

[0021] Figure 4 shows a financing trade example according to embodiments of the present invention.

[0022] Figure 5 shows a model of one of the types of strategies that the ECM product was built to support.

[0023] Figure 6 shows a lending and borrowing model according to embodiments of the present invention.

[0024] Figure 7 shows an enhanced custody model application diagram of the principal lender for the US.

[0025] Figure 8 shows an enhanced custody model application diagram of the principal lender for the US, Europe and the Far East.

[0026] Figure 9 shows the availability processing of the enhanced custody model.

[0027] Figure 10 shows an order management summary process.
[0028] Figure 11 shows an order management summary process with surrogate availability.

[0029] Figure 12 shows a process for generating an investor manager availability file.

[0030] Figure 13 shows an investor manager request file process.

[0031] Figure 14 shows a locate and response file process.

[0032] Figure 15 shows an investment manager executed order file process.

[0033] Figure 16 shows an application framework design according to embodiments of the present invention.

[0034] Figure 17 shows a short sale process.

[0035] Figure 18 shows a short sale trade entry process.

[0036] Figure 19 shows a short sale instruction and settlement process.

[0037] Figure 20 shows a self borrow and a non-self borrow buy-to-cover process.

[0038] Figure 21 shows a process for determining availability and pricing of securities.

[0039] Figure 22 shows a finance trade process.

[0040] Figure 23 shows a contract compare and mark to market process.

[0041] Figure 24 shows an income collection process.

[0042] Figure 25 shows a mandatory corporate action for security exchange process.

[0043] Figure 26 shows a mandatory corporate action for security splits process.

[0044] Figure 27 shows a mandatory corporate action for security spin-off process.

[0045] Figure 28 shows a mandatory corporate action for cash process.

[0046] Figure 29 shows a voluntary corporate action for cash process.

[0047] Figure 30 shows a voluntary corporate action for security exchange process.

[0048] Figure 31 shows a user-entered instruction process flow for international markets according to an alternate embodiment of the invention.

[0049] Figure 32 shows an international availability and order management process flow.
Figures 33-40 show cancellation process flows according to an alternate embodiments of the invention.

Figure 41 shows a reconciliation model of an enhanced custody and lending model for international markets according to an alternate embodiment of the invention.

Figure 42 shows an international cash financing forecast report generation process flow.

Figure 43 shows a short sell trade loan and borrow process flow according to an alternate embodiment of the invention.

Figure 44 shows a buy to cover/trade loan return and buy return process flow according to an alternate embodiment of the invention.

Figure 45 shows a short sell/loan and borrow process flow according to an alternate embodiment of the invention.

Figure 46 shows a buy to cover process flow in Europe Australia and Far East (EAFE) markets according to an alternate embodiment of the invention.

Figure 47 shows a self borrow process flow in EAFE markets.

Figures 48-55 show non-self borrow process flows in EAFE markets.

Figure 56 shows an external borrow process flow in EAFE markets.

Figure 57 shows a non-self and external borrow process flow in EAFE markets.

Figure 58 shows a self borrow return process flow in EAFE markets.

Figure 59 shows non-self borrow return process flow in EAFE markets.

Figure 60 shows an external borrow return process flow in EAFE markets.

Figure 61 shows a non-self and external borrow return process flow in EAFE markets.

Figures 62-63 show non-self borrow process flows in the Canada market.

Figure 64 shows a self borrow process flow in the Canada market.
Figure 65 shows an external borrow process flow in the Canada market.

Figures 66-67 show non-self borrow return process flows in the Canada market.

Figure 68 shows a self borrow return process flow in the Canada market.

Figure 69 shows an external borrow return process flow in the Canada market.

Figure 70 shows a self borrow process flow in the UK market.

Figure 71 shows a non-self borrow process flow in the UK market.

Figure 72 shows an external borrow process flow in the UK market.

Figure 73 shows a self borrow return process flow in the UK market.

Figures 74-82 show non-self borrow return process flows in the UK market.

Figure 83 shows an external borrow return process flow in the UK market.

Figure 84 shows a non-self borrow process flow in the UK market.

Figure 85 shows an external borrow process flow in the UK market.

Figure 86 shows a non-self borrow process flow in the UK market.

Figure 87 shows an external borrow process flow in the UK market.

Figures 88-89 show "raise-the-priority" process flows according to an alternate embodiment of the intention.

**Detailed Description**

Before explaining at least one embodiment of the invention in detail, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction and to the arrangements of the components set forth in the following description or illustrated in the drawings. The invention is capable of other embodiments and of being practiced and carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology employed herein are for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting.
As such, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the conception, upon which this disclosure is based, may readily be utilized as a basis for the designing of other structures, methods and systems for carrying out the several purposes of the present invention. It is important, therefore, that the invention be regarded as including equivalent constructions to those described herein insofar as they do not depart from the spirit and scope of the present invention.

For example, the specific sequence of the described process may be altered so that certain processes are conducted in parallel or independent, with other processes, to the extent that the processes are not dependent upon each other. Thus, the specific order of steps described herein is not to be considered implying a specific sequence of steps to perform the process. Other alterations or modifications of the above processes are also contemplated. For example, further insubstantial approximations of the process and/or algorithms are also considered within the scope of the processes described herein.

In addition, features illustrated or described as part of one embodiment can be used on other embodiments to yield a still further embodiment. Additionally, certain features may be interchanged with similar devices or features not mentioned yet which perform the same or similar functions. It is therefore intended that such modifications and variations are included within the totality of the present invention.

In accordance with embodiments of the present invention a portfolio of long securities can be expanded to include additional desirable long securities while undesirable securities are short sold for raising cash collateral. According to embodiments of the present invention assets in a client's account that need to be borrowed are moved within an agent lending system with self-borrow. According to embodiments of the present invention, all securities movement and borrowing is advantageously kept within a custodian system and within the name of the client, without being accessible to a bank.
In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, a computer implemented system and computer architecture provides Alternative Investment Vehicles ("AIV") that are capable of borrowing securities, such as equity securities (the "Borrowed Securities") directly, for example, from an agent lender as principal, in connection with their short selling activity. In some embodiments, most of the Borrowed Securities will be sourced (i.e., borrowed), for example, by the agent lender from its agency securities lending program lenders, but at times, the agent lender may borrow securities from other third-party financial institutions (e.g., other agent lender banks or broker dealers) (in each case, "Lenders"). Securities will be borrowed when an AIV requests that they be lent to them by the agent lender. In some embodiments, agent lender will not be taking any position in equity securities or otherwise using such securities for proprietary trading. The agent lender will not generally be holding securities overnight except in the unusual case of a failed trade or based on other limited situations.

The AIVs may be sponsored by, or form part of, a wide variety of U.S. and non-U.S. clients. For example, the AIVs may be investment portfolios of ERISA pension plans or of state and local governmental plans. They may optionally also be separate legal entities, such as registered investment companies under the Investment Company Act of 1940. In addition, the AIVs may be portfolios of, or sponsored by, non-US investors, such as central banks or monetary authorities. In some embodiments, each instance the AIV will be, or will form part of, a "qualified investor" as defined in Section 3(a)(54) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Each AIV and agent lender may enter in a legal agreement (or amend an existing agreement) that may contain a counter-party/securities lending section under which the agent lender will loan the Borrowed Securities to the AIV and provide for other AIV-related services (the "AIV Agreement"). In some embodiments, the AIV Agreement will optionally include a lien on asset language with respect to principal loans (a factor to be
considered during the credit approval process), and/or include on specific lien on asset language if short term cash loans are to be utilized.

[0089] Advantageously, the AIV may have a self-borrowing option in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention. Specifically, the enhanced custody system including principal lending, includes the option for an AIV to first look in other portfolios of the AIV (or affiliated funds) for the shorted security, where legally permissible. For example, if a large public fund has numerous managed portfolios, the security shorted by the AIV portfolio manager may be held in a portfolio managed by a different manager within the same legal entity.

[0090] In such case, the agent lender may effect an internal borrow between portfolios, for example, under the same legal entity, without interposing itself as a principal (referred to as "self-borrows").

[0091] On a trade date, based on the availability of general collateral securities ("GC") communicated daily by Securities Finance, for example, in an "availability file" or the availability of non-GC securities (or "specials") communicated via telephone, the AIV (or their investment manager if externally managed) will enter a short sell order with an executing broker. Prior to or on the settlement date, the agent lender, acting as principal, will borrow the required security from its agency lending program (or from other Lenders [i.e., "the street"] if unavailable in the agency lending program). This loan from the agency lending client to the agent lender as principal will be recorded on an agency lending system (e.g., "DML"). The transaction will also be recorded on a standard computer system that tracks the lending and borrowing and performs the functions described herein, such as the principal lending and borrowing system ("Global One"). The "Operational Flows and Risk" section below provides a detailed discussion of the operational flows.
Based upon instructions generated by these systems, the Borrowed Security will move from, for example, the agent lender’s Depository Trust Company (DTC) account to a DTC sub-account. Depository Trust Company is a national clearinghouse for the settlement of trades in corporate and municipal securities and performs asset services for its participating banks and broker/dealers. The agent lender’s custody system may reflect through book entries that such security is on loan and has left the account of the agency lending client. The Borrowed Security may then be transferred back from the DTC sub-account to the client DTC account.

In accordance with the AIV Agreements, for example, concurrent with the delivery of the Borrowed Securities by the agent lender to the AIVs, the agent lender will receive from the AIVs either cash or securities collateral ("Collateral Securities") for the loans and pass that collateral back to the lending client in the agency program (or back to the external lender if the Borrowed Security was sourced from the "street").

In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the enhanced securities lending system borrows from its agent lending clients and lends these securities to funds utilizing 130/30 strategies and/or other strategies including, but not limited to, those below.

Agent lending clients approve the agent lender as borrower. The 130/30 client enters into a borrower agreement with the custodian/agent lender as Principal. Custody of assets never leaves the service model. Accordingly, this self borrowing system and process advantageously leverages existing models to allow clients to borrow securities from themselves first before going to any other source.

In some embodiments, the borrow and lending trades will be versus cash. As a result, an asset and corresponding liability will be recorded on the balance sheet. Interest income and expense will be accrued on a daily basis. The 130/30 client will pay the securities
finance principal a fee for structuring the transaction. The standard Global One (Sungard) system may optionally be used to implement on-balance sheet transactions

[0096] In accordance with the borrower agreement with the Principal/Agent Lender:
- Agreement will require lien on asset language beneficial to the Principal/Agent Lender
- Principal/Agent Lender provides for the long positions to be committed as collateral
- Client uses the proceeds from the short sales to fund additional long buys

[0097] In accordance with the feature that the custody of assets never leaves Principal's service model with benefits that include:
- Corporate actions oversight
- Dividend & income payment monitoring
- Mark-to-markets & collateralization maintenance
- Real-time loan/return/reallocation messaging with custodian
- Tax reclaim services

[0098] In the enhanced securities lending system of the present invention, in some embodiments, the Securities Finance Principal (SFP) would be the counterparty to the traditional Agency Lending Trade.

[0099] Securities Finance Principal would then lend the security out to a Client or possibly to a broker
- This means that the lending client only knows the Principal/Agent Lender and the subsequent borrower only knows the Principal/Agent Lender.
- The client will only need to approve the Principal/Agent Lender as the counterparty in this trade.
- While the Agent Lender is still a facilitator from the perspective of the agent lending part of the trade, but will also act as principal.

- Revenue for Securities Finance is based on a fee split between us and the lending client on the earnings. SFP will have earnings based on the spread between the borrow and the loan.

[0100] AIVs engage in active extension strategies, which could be set up as, for example, 120/20, 130/30 or 150/50 strategies.

An example of a 120/20 is provided below:

- An Investment Manager (IM) will short 20% of a portfolio.

- What is going short?

  - Going short means that the IM will sell an asset that the portfolio does not own.

- The proceeds of the short sale will be used to buy 20% more assets.

- Before the portfolio engaged in the short sale, the market exposure was 100%.

  The combined market exposure remains 100% (100% long minus 20% short plus 20% long) after the short sale and long buy.

- For the asset that was sold and not owned, the IM needs to borrow the securities in order to make delivery of the short sale.

[0101] In accordance with some embodiments of the invention, the following process is implemented by the enhanced securities lending system of the present invention. Initially, the Securities Finance Principal Desk system (SFP) sends a report to investment managers system ("IM") showing securities available to borrow or IM will send in a locate file that the SFP will respond to. Based on available securities to borrow the investment manager identifies the securities to short and sends trade order to the Global Management system
"SSGM"). Upon execution SSGM sends trade details back to the IM. Then, the IM instructs the Principal/Agent Lender to sell the security or instructs the SFP to borrow the security. The SFP borrows securities from the Agent Lender and delivers to IM’s account in Custody. Custody sends borrowed security to SSGM for trade settlement. Finally, the Custody system maintains positions and delivers trade details to downstream systems.

[0102] In accordance with some embodiments of the invention, the following processes are performed by the systems identified below.

[0103] The Global One (Gl) system is the Book of Records for the Principal Business. All trades and trade activity will be entered into Gl. Gl interfaces to the Security Movement and Control system (SMAC) for security movements. Client Reporting will be sourced from Gl. Finally, Gl will also capture and track corporate action and dividend activity.

[0104] The Order Management Database system will be utilized to generate Availability to be sent to the IM, process and Respond to Locate requests from the IM, receive in Trade Execution Files from the IM, and generate Trade Blotters for booking loans and borrow to Gl and DML.

[0105] The DML system has been modified to support the Finance Trades that will be booked in the Agent Lending Program. There will be no Principal Trade Activity booked on DML.

[0106] The SLD system will take feeds from Gl and carry the data on the SLD database. Eventually, interfaces to other systems will come from SLD for the Principal business. The SLPR system will be utilized for reporting the Principal transactions to the clients or IMs. The SLPR system will also be modified to segregate the Financing Trades from the "normal" agent lending business.
In accordance with some embodiments of the invention, the custodian and/or agent lending computer system handles the following operational tasks for all borrows and loans:

- Dividend & income payment monitoring
- Mark-to-markets & collateralization maintenance
- Real-time loan/return/reallocation messaging with custodian
- Corporate actions
  - Provide a "Full Service Corporate Actions" model for all clients
  - Act on behalf of the client for all corporate actions and income events
  - Service the underlying securities "borrowed for" and "lent to" the Investment Manager by performing the following:
    1. Make bookkeeping entries to reflect new borrow and loan positions
    2. Debit a client's DDA and deliver the cash proceeds to the Lending Agent or Custodian
    3. Deliver a secondary instrument (i.e. new rights/new shares) to the Agent Lender or Custodian
      » Through a brokerage intermediary, purchase the required securities in the market
      » Deliver the purchased shares to the Agent Lender or Custodian
      » Debit the client's DDA for the cash expense for purchasing the securities on their behalf
In some embodiments of the invention, a computer implemented administration system and method is provided that enables an agent lending system, primarily in support of clients utilizing market neutral strategies, or long-short and enhanced long investment strategies (sometimes referred to as 120/20, 130/30 or 150/50 strategies and referred to herein as "AIVs", or alternative investment vehicles). These AIVs utilize short securities positions to increase their alpha and to lend securities directly to them (i.e. as principal rather than as agent). By having the AIVs’ short positions covered through principal securities lending, the clients are able to avoid prime brokerage services and keep all of their assets custodied with all the attendant services and reporting. The term AIV should be read to include broker-dealers and other conventional borrowers in addition to the alternative investment vehicles discussed above.

In connection with their short selling activity, the AIVs will borrow equity securities (the "Borrowed Securities") directly from the agent lending system as principal. It is anticipated that most of the Borrowed Securities will be sourced (i.e., borrowed) by the agent lending system from its agency securities lending program lenders, but at times, as a measure of last resort, the agent lending system may borrow securities from other third-party financial institutions (e.g., other agent lender banks or broker dealers) (in each case, "Lenders"). Securities will be borrowed only when an AIV requests that they be lent to them by the agent lending system. Advantageously, the agent lending system is not required to take any position in equity securities or otherwise using such securities for proprietary trading. The agent lender will not generally be holding securities overnight except in the unusual case of a failed trade.

The AIVs will be sponsored by, or form part of, a wide variety of U.S. and non-U.S. clients. For example, the AIVs may be investment portfolios of ERISA pension plans or of state and local governmental plans. They may also be separate legal entities, such as
registered investment companies under the Investment Company Act of 1940. In addition, the AIVs may be portfolios of, or sponsored by, non-US, investors, such as central banks or monetary authorities. In each instance the AIV will be, or will from part of, a "qualified investor" as defined in Section 3(a)(54) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

[0111] In some embodiments, each AIV and agent lender using the agent lending system will enter in a legal agreement (or amend an existing agreement) that will contain a counter-party/securities lending section under which the agent lender will loan the Borrowed Securities to the AIV and provide for other AIV-related services (the "AIV Agreement"). Optionally, an AIV Agreement lien on asset language will be provided with respect to principal loans (a factor to be considered during the credit approval process), and/or a specific lien on asset language if short term cash loans are to be utilized, per below.

[0112] Prior to describing the principal lending transaction, it is important to note that the enhanced custody principal lending system includes the option for an AIV to first look in other portfolios of the AIV (or affiliated funds) for the shorted security, where legally permissible. For example, if a large public fund has numerous managed portfolios, the security shorted by the AIV portfolio manager may be held in a portfolio managed by a different manager within the same legal entity. In that case, the agent lender and agent lending system would effect an internal borrow between portfolios under the same legal entity without interposing itself as a principal (referred to as "self-borrows"). Self-borrows will, with many clients, be the first step in the process prior to borrowing from the agent lender.

[0113] The principal loans to the AIVs by the agent lender and the related trade execution and ancillary custodial services are discussed herein. The following discusses the various parties' roles and responsibilities in greater detail;
On trade date, based on the availability of general collateral securities ("GC") communicated daily by Securities Finance in an "availability file" or the availability of non-GC securities (or "specials"), the AIV (or their investment manager if externally managed) will enter a short sell order with an executing broker. Prior to or on settlement date, the agent lender using the agent lending system, acting as principal, will borrow the required security from its agency lending program (or from other Lenders [i.e., "the street"] if unavailable in the agency lending program). This loan from the agency lending client to the principal will be recorded on the agency lending system ("DML"). The transaction will also be recorded on the principal lending and borrowing system ("Global One"). See additional discussion below for detailed discussion of Global One and operational flows.

Based upon instructions generated by these systems, the Borrowed Security will move from the client Depository Trust Company (DTC) account to the agent lender's DTC sub-account. The DTC is a national clearinghouse for the settlement of trades in corporate and municipal securities and performs asset services for its participating banks and broker/dealers. This DTC sub-account is a sub-account of the agent lender's "997" DTC account. The agent lender's custody system will reflect through book entries that such security is on loan and has left the account of the agency lending client. The Borrowed Security will then be transferred back from the DTC sub-account to the agent lender's client DTC account. The agent lender's custody system, through book entries, will reflect the new long positions in the AIVs custody account. It will also reflect the fact that the AIV has a security to borrow. The Borrowed Security will then be delivered out of the agent lender's client DTC account to the broker's DTC account to settle the short sale. The agent lending custody system will reflect through book entries the settlement of this transaction in the custody account of the AIV.
[0116] The AIVs short sales will not be carried on the executing broker's books, but rather will be accounted for on the agent lender's system. Proceeds from these short sales will be credited to the AIVs DDA (which may then be swept into a sweep vehicle) and, in many cases (if not swept into a sweep vehicle), used by the AIVs to simultaneously purchase additional long exposure.

[0117] In accordance with the AIV Agreements, concurrent with the delivery of the Borrowed Securities by the agent lender to the AIVs, the agent lender will receive from the AIVs either cash or securities collateral ("Collateral Securities") for the loans and pass that collateral back to the lending client in the agency program (or back to the external lender if the Borrowed Security was sourced from the "street").

[0118] In most cases, cash will be the applicable collateral. Cash will be raised in most instances by the AIVs lending their securities in the agency lending program or from other portfolios in the same legal entity. To the extent an AIV raises cash, such loans will be referred to as "Financing Transactions" and will generally be transacted separately from the agency program and its queue. The AIV Agreement will have language that can identify on a daily basis those securities that will be removed from "Available Securities" (as that term is defined in the Securities Lending Authorization Agreement) and will be available for Financing Transactions. Cash raised through Financing Transactions and needed as collateral will be recorded on the agent lender's principal books (e.g., the standard Global One system) and will be delivered via an AIV Cash Collateral Account, through the agent lender as principal, to the underlying lenders and invested by the agent lender in the lending client's cash collateral investment account. The rebate fee (or "rebate rate") payable by the agent lender to the AIV will be comprised of a portion of the rebate fee received from the Lender.
In cases where a Lender is in agent lender's agency lending program, the agent lender, as agent, is authorized by Lender to invest cash collateral in a separately managed account, in an investment pool managed by the agent lender, or in an external fund. Lender is entitled to any investment return on the cash collateral. All investment risk with respect to the cash collateral is borne by Lender. Lender is generally required to pay the agent lender a fee for arranging the loan (an agency lending fee) and pay the principal borrower a fee for the use of the cash collateral (the "Rebate Fee").

In limited instances where Financing Transactions cannot be effected (e.g., late in the day) and AIVs have no other cash available for collateral purposes, the AIVs may borrow cash from the agent lender intraday or overnight to meet their cash collateral needs. These short term loans would be collateralized by a pledge of the AIVs assets, and perhaps by other custody assets (and short-term cash loans will not be made to an AIV. To the extent that such pledged assets are not "margin stock" and are sufficient to cover the short term loans, the Federal Reserve's Regulation U (pertaining to the extension of credit by banks, "Reg. U") is not applicable. If the short term loans are collateralized by "margin stock" (i.e., equity securities traded or listed on national stock exchanges, mutual fund shares [other than certain excluded mutual funds], OTC NMS securities, and debt securities that are convertible into margin stock or are subject to warrants exchangeable into margin stock), which may be the case, Reg. U would possibly apply. These short term loan proceeds will be specifically earmarked for cash collateral needs.

In some embodiments, the AIVs will agree in the AIV Agreement to execute and deliver all necessary documents and/or give all necessary instructions to ensure that the agent lender either receives title to Collateral Securities or has a first security interest in the Collateral Securities (a "pledge" or "security interest"). On certain occasions, especially with respect to non-U.S. AIVs, Collateral Securities may be transferred outright, with full transfer
of title and free of all encumbrances. It is expected that in most instances, however, especially in the case of AIVs established under U.S. law, that the AIVs will pledge a portion of their long securities and that agent lender will obtain a security interest in those Collateral Securities. And specific to the U.S. market, Securities Finance intends to obtain rehypothecation rights from the AIVs in connection with pledged Collateral Securities, to the extent legally possible, and then re-pledge such securities to the underlying lenders (e.g., lending client in the agency lending program or other lenders, all "Lenders") of the principal loan.

[0122] As discussed above, the present invention provides clients and/or systems with AIVs and other portfolios or funds custodied within the same legal entity (e.g., large public funds) a service and/or process whereunder the custodian would process an internal transfer (or "loan") from one portfolio or fund to another. Thus the client is able to use idle long positions to cover their own short sales. In addition to the custodian earning incremental processing revenue from this activity, these self-borrows are not flowing through the custodian as a principal and thus do not go onto the custodian's balance sheet. To the extent that there are leverage ratio or tangible common equity limitations, this will support AIV short sales at a greater level than previously thought.

[0123] As previously noted, initially SFP will be engaging in transactions with cash collateral being utilized throughout the transaction. These trades will consist of three legs:

[0124] SFP will be a borrower of securities and post cash collateral to the agent lender, generally at 102% of the value of the securities borrowed. Therefore, if SFP were to post 102% cash collateral, a risk based capital charge would only be incurred on the 2% of excess cash collateral

[0125] The second leg of this transaction is the loan of securities from SFP to the AIV, whereby 102% cash collateral is received. SFP would assign the risk weight of the cash collateral to this leg of the conduit transaction. The risk weight appropriate to cash is 0%.
The final leg of the transaction is the financing trade, which is utilized to enable the AIV client to raise the cash necessary to collateralize the securities borrow. This transaction will take place under an agent lending agreement, whereby the agent lender will lend securities and receive cash back as collateral. For the cash collateral received, risk based capital will be calculated using existing VaR (value-at-risk) modeling.

Thus, under a cash-based transaction, only the securities borrow from the agent lender would have a Risk Based Capital impact, with the risk weighted asset being equal to 100% of excess cash collateral provided.

In some embodiments, SFP may undertake transaction utilizing non-cash collateral. These transactions would have two legs.

In the first leg, where SFP borrows securities and post securities as collateral the SFP would incur no risk based capital impact.

In the second leg, SFP loans the securities to the AIV and receives securities as collateral. Therefore, in this scenario, if the collateral is composed of treasuries or other qualifying collateral, the risk weight shall be 0%; otherwise it shall be 100% or, if the counterparty is a qualifying broker-dealer, 20%.

In some embodiments, a loan of cash, secured by securities, can qualify for the securities borrowing rule so long as it meets the following requirements at the time the loan is made:

(a) The lien is over securities includable in the trading book that are liquid and readily marketable (this should not be an issue, as virtually all equity position held by AIVs will be trading book eligible);

(b) the overdraft/loan is marked to market daily (this should not be an issue since it will at most be an overnight loan);

(c) the overdraft/loan is subject to daily margin maintenance requirements (again, this should not be an issue since overnight); and
(d) the overdraft/loan is done on an overnight basis, is unconditionally cancelable, or is effectively exempt from automatic stay in bankruptcy (again, not an issue since overnight).

[0132] In the enhanced custody model, principal lending transactions will be done initially with custodied clients and all lending will be against cash collateral. However, non-cash collateral trades may optionally be used. The principal lender, be it SSBT or an SSC subsidiary, will also have, in most cases, the benefit of a lien on assets against the AIVs.

[0133] It will also be necessary to approve credit limits on behalf of the principal for lending to the AIV funds. SF Credit & Risk has recommended to ERM setting up a new facility in the dealing book that will denote that the facility is on behalf of the principal rather than the agent program. SF Credit & Risk will need to recognize the exposure represented by the margin that the principal is giving to the lender (through the agent). The SEC requires that broker-dealers record and monitor the risk associated with margin pledged to lenders. With respect to BASEL, Securities Finance will initially be e-mailing daily loan, collateral and margin positions to ERM technology for their manual input into the RDR system. These feeds for BASEL purposes optionally can be automated (e.g., with FTP transfers).

[0134] The settlements of principal borrows and loans, processing voluntary and involuntary corporate actions, daily marking to market, recall management and oversight of reconciliation of securities movements/positions will be managed according to the following:

- Transaction Settlements: Transactions will be based on the standard local market settlement cycle in which the trades are settling in.

- Corporate Actions: Processing and general oversight of all corporate actions functions associated to the Securities Finance Principal product will use the industry standard, for
example, "Prime Broker-like Full Service Corporate Actions" service model to all of the Principal's clients.

- The scope of the "Full Service Corporate Actions" service model is inclusive of all participating Principal clients and the underlying securities which they borrow from the SF Principal Lending team.

- Mark to Markets: SFP Operations will manage its collateral exposure through the daily mark to market process for all open borrows and loans with participating lenders and AIVs. Mark to markets will be based on industry practice for margin and rounding parameters, using the Loanet LAMS system for automated marks.

- Recall Management: SFP Operations will be responsible with assisting SFP Trading for the management of recalls issued to the Principal.

- Security Reconciliation: Security and transactional based reconciliations between the interactions with the lending agent, the lending agents custody system, the AIV custody records and the borrow and loan records internal to Global One. The main goal of these comparison points is to ensure that all transactions are properly being executed and to provide the principal team with the requisite tools needed to proactively search for unannounced short or long transactions with participating AIVs.

[0135] Of these functions within SFP Operations, corporate action processing is the most critical, both in terms of potential losses and exception processing for the Securities Finance Division. The proposed SFP operating model for monitoring and managing corporate actions associated with principal lending differs from what Securities Finance ("SFA") currently processes on behalf of its beneficial owners. The main difference is that, in the Agency Program, Securities Finance simply sends corporate action instructions to the borrowers, while for corporate actions hereunder, the SFP Operations group will be treated like a
participating borrower by the SFA Operations group. Thus SFP Operations will receive, and acknowledge the receipt of, the corporate action instructions and will have to act accordingly. The SFP Operations group will assume an active role in processing the corporate action and will do so on behalf of the AIV.

[0136] SFP Operations will take the required action as instructed by the client election notification from SFA Operations and subsequently charge its client, being the AIV, for the expense incurred for completing and processing the corporate action. By SFP Operations taking an active role for corporate actions, it allows the same degree of transparency that a Prime Broker provides an investment manager for corporate actions. SFP Operations will provide the support services an AIV expects for his principal based borrowing activity.

[0137] The general corporate action service model is as follows:

1. Responsibilities to the AIV

   a. Through a "Power of Attorney or the AIV Agreement," SFP Operations will act on behalf the participating AIV for all corporate actions.

   b. SFP Operations will report the requisite corporate action details and resulting processing actions to the participating AIV in a timely manner.

2. Responsibilities to Participating Lender(s)

   a. For all reconciled and confirmed corporate actions, pay the participating lender(s) all cash and securities obligations on market pay date.

   b. SFP Operations will report the requisite corporate action details and resulting processing actions to the participating Lending Agent or Custodian in a timely manner.
SFP Operations will take one or a combination of the following three process actions for each corporate action liability on behalf of the participating AIV for each corporate action obligation owed to the participating Lending Agent:

2. Debit an AIVs DDA and deliver the cash proceeds to the Lending Agent or Custodian.
3. Deliver a secondary instrument (e.g., rights, new shares, etc.) to the Agent Lender or Custodian.
   a. Through a brokerage intermediary, purchase the required securities in the market.
   b. Deliver the purchased shares to the Agent Lender or Custodian.
   c. Debit the AIVs DDA for the cash expense for purchasing the securities on their behalf.

With respect to these principal loans most of the cash and securities movements will be wholly in the custodian/agent lender's control, utilizing the custodian/agent lender's systems and books and records. Also, from both an operational and legal standpoint, the principal lending activity described herein is the equivalent of riskless principal trading. The custodian/agent lender will not initiate a principal lending transaction unless it has obtained a commitment from both parties to the transaction. Thus, any securities borrowed by the agent lender will be immediately loaned out to the ultimate borrower, and any collateral posted by the ultimate borrower will be immediately posted to the account of the Lender.

The following figures present various processes using different acronyms. The acronyms' definitions are presented below:
"SFA" is an agent lending running desk, e.g., the agent lending desk.

"SFP" stands for security finance principal and supports the enhanced custody model product. It corresponds to the ones borrowing the securities and responding with the locate requests.

"IM" is an investment manager.

"IR" stands for Information Recording.

"OMD" stands for Order Management Database.

"Phone" means that there is a person connected to the phone.

"Global One" is a book of records system for the principal desk. It carries all the borrows from the agent lenders and performs end-to-end processing.

"MCH" stands for Multi-Currencies Horizon and is a bank accounting system.

"DML" is the agent lenders book of records and is used for the agent running desk.

"SB" stands for self-borrowing.

"NSB" stands for non self-borrowing.

"SMAC" stands for security movement and control.

"DTC" stands for Depository Trust Company.

[0141] Fig. 1 shows a custody and lending model where a securities finance principle desk may send reports with available securities for borrowing to investment managers. Alternatively, the securities finance principle desk may respond to locate files for specific securities sent by investment managers. Based on available securities, investment managers may identify securities for short selling and may send trade orders to broker dealers. Upon execution of the trade orders, trade details are sent back to investment managers. Investment managers may instruct a custody system to sell the securities. Alternatively, investment managers may instruct the securities finance principal desk to borrow securities identified by
the investment managers. The securities finance principal desk may borrow the securities from an agent lender system and deliver them to the investment manager's account in a custody system that may send the borrowed securities to a broker dealer for trade settlement. The custody system maintains the positions and may deliver the trade details to accounting and risk reporting systems.

[0142] Fig. 2 shows a securities lending expansion to a custody system. The expansion comprises a securities principle system, a reconciliations system, and a general ledger system. The securities principle system loads daily and monthly earnings from loans and borrows to a securities lending database. The securities lending database is coupled to a general ledger system for bookkeeping and a reconciliations system for trade settlements.

[0143] An operational model of the equity extension is shown in Fig. 3. The principal lender system receives locate requests from investment managers for securities and responds with locate responds. The investment manager may send sell orders to broker dealers and receive trade confirmations back. The investment manager may also send information on executed market trades to a fund administrations system.

[0144] The principal lender system may send borrow requests for securities to an agent lender system and receive the borrowed securities back. The principal lending system may also lend securities to the broker dealer and borrow from the broker dealer. The broker dealer may also send borrow instructions to the agent lender system. The principal lending system may send borrow and lend instructions to a custodian system. The custodian system may also receive information on investment transactions from the fund administrations system. The custodian system may also send security availability instructions to the agent lender system and receive loan instructions back. Further, the custodian system may also send receive and delivery instructions to a subcustodian or market depository system that performs settlements on the borrowed securities and may also receive instructions from the broker dealer.
Fig. 3A is an extension of the model shown in Fig. 3 for operation in international markets. A global principal lender system receives locate requests from investment managers for international securities and responds with locate respondents. The investment manager may send sell orders to broker dealers from global broker systems and receive trade confirmations back. The investment manager may also send information on executed market trades to a fund administrations system.

The global principal lender system may send borrow requests for international securities to a global lending agent system and receive the borrowed securities back. The global principal lending system may also lend international securities to the global broker dealer and borrow from the global broker dealer. The global broker dealer may also send borrow instructions to the global lending agent system. The global principal lending system may send borrow and lend instructions to a global custodian system. The global custodian system may also receive information on investment transactions from the fund administrations system. The global custodian system may also send security availability instructions to the global lending agent system and receive loan instructions back. Further, the global custodian system may also send receive and delivery instructions to a subcustodian or market depository system that performs settlements on the borrowed international securities and may also receive instructions from the global broker system.

Fig. 4 is an all encompassing diagram to show an exemplary principal lending process for a 130/30 client in accordance with some embodiments of the invention. The client has requested to borrow the KKD security. In this embodiment, the client has sold KKD to the street, but in order to deliver the security, the client needs the security to be transferred to the principal to get delivery. In this example, the client gets the $300 in cash from the person they sold the security to. The client takes the $300 and buys Dell securities. Accordingly, the client is short KKD, long Dell and the client's cash is flat or $0. The principal borrows KKD,
and gives the agent lender the $300, and the agent lender in turn invests the $300 on behalf of the client. At the end of the transaction, the principal is short $300, and has not received the cash from the client. The client in the account does not have cash. The principal takes a loan the client has made, and the cash from the loan (e.g., IBM to broker), and broker returns the $300 to the agent. The agent lender sends the $300 to principal as the collateral on behalf of the client, resulting in the self-financing for the KKD of the present invention. The KKD and/or IBM rebate represents the return on the cash investment.

[0148] Fig. 5 shows an example of a process for using existing long positions to raise cash collateral through a securities agent lending program. The client has a long-only portfolio worth $100. Through a securities agent lending program the client portfolio can be expanded to include additional attractive long securities worth $30. At the same time, unattractive securities worth $30 are short sold so that cash collateral is raised and the portfolio gets additional exposure.

[0149] Fig. 6 shows a lending and borrowing model according to embodiments of the present invention. A clients long-term securities are made available for lending in a Securities Finance Agency program. The Securities Finance Agency program is able to lend the long securities to broker dealers to raise cash collateral for the client. Additionally, an investment manager can request securities to short from a principal program. The Securities Finance Agency program lends the securities and receives cash collateral. The borrowed securities are then delivered to the client. Through a broker dealer, the client can short sell the securities to receive cash from the sale. The cash obtained from the sale is used for buying additional securities to fill the clients levered long positions. Finally, the custodian system settles the security movements in the market.

[0150] Figs. 7 and 8 show a processing flow where parts of the processing are manual as specified by human icons. As shown in Fig. 7, the investment manager sends, for example,
locate requests or executed orders. A human operator 710 manually books entries into
Global One and interacts with an automated management database 720 (OMD).

[0151] The automated management database 720 is also coupled to a trade automated
entry (TAD) system which books trades automatically into the agent lenders book of records
(DML). Availability of securities is provided by an availability database 730, which is an
investment reporting (IR) database. A liquidity matching system (LMS) is connected to the
DML and performs matching for the agent writing desk and providing information, for
example, about available cash in specific vehicles. The DML is also connected to another
standard reporting database stock loan data (SLD) and to the depository trust company
(DTC). The actual security movement takes place in the DTC.

[0152] The automated management database 720 may generate SFP trade bookings and
buy-to-cover sheet reports. SFP Operations 740 receive buy-to-cover sheet reports and may
also perform entries into Global One SFP 750. Global One SFP 750 is a security finance
principle lending system and through a common custodial interface (CCI) communicates to a
security movement and control system (SMAC). Global One SFP 750 may also
communicate to SMAC through a global trade flow (GTF) module.

[0153] SFP operations 740 are also connected to a cash movement system (Hogan) 760.
Hogan is an outside bank system manages the bank cash movements.

[0154] Fig. 8 provides additional information about processing in international markets
(Europe and the Far East) as well as national markets.

[0155] The outside bank cash management system 810 is expanded with IBIS to facilitate
cash movement for non-US currency. The SLE 820 system is another lending system that
can deal, for example with shortcomings in the daily operation of the business. The GCAS
830 system is a global corporate action system which feeds the system with corporate action
information. The SLD reporting database is coupled to a client reporting system (SLPR) 840 and a risk analytics system (STARS) 850.

[0156] The G1 CREST module 860 facilitates communication with CREST 870 which is the UK system. The G1 CREST module is used for moving securities from and to the UK. GSMAC 880 is the global security movement and control system, which is custody system for all non-US securities. LCCS 890 is the custody system used to communicate with CREST 870.

[0157] A sub-custodian system 881 may be used to move securities in markets where the system does not offer custody services. In some cases a sub-custodian is hired for convenience or for legal purposes. Insight 821 is another client reporting system. Position Recon 805 is a secondary agent lending system that deals with shortcomings of the order amounts. Attached to Position Recon is Pirum 806 which is a contract repair system for non-US contract repairs.

[0158] The Financing worksheet (WS) 891 may provide information on deficits or assets in cash to determine how much cash may need to be raised for a particular client. SPO charges 892 are charges that go out through SMAC to the DTC which is a DTC charge for mark-to-markets determination. SFP FAD 825 is the financial accounting division that performs cash management. Finally, Fig. 8 shows, a DVB calculator 871 which can calculate the collateral amount required at the end of the day.

[0159] Funds may borrow from their own portfolios as Self-Borrows (SB) and from other agency clients through the securities finance principal as non-Self Borrows (NSB). The securities finance principal will first attempt to source their NSB requirements from Securities Finance Agency (SFA), but if they are not available from the Agency program, then the securities finance principal will borrow externally.
The securities finance principal trading desk will receive a request to locate securities or a notification that the investment manager has sold short may need to determine how to source these shares. To make the sourcing decision and record the actions taken, a database, as shown in Fig. 9, is needed to manage this function.

The database will include the ability to:

- View published IM Availability
- Import and apply external availability file
- Import IM Locate Request file
- Record IM locate and pre-borrow requests
- Record non-client self-borrow activity
- Record IM short sales
- Determine availability for an Investment Manager, AIV, Security and Source
- Generate a Locate Request file to send to the external sources for those shares not available from SFA.
- Import the external broker Locate Response file and append to SFP availability
- Generate Locate Response files to the investment manager
- Identify non-self borrow loans to reallocate to make shares available for a self borrow
- Report loans that need to be booked as a result of a pre-borrow or short sale execution
- Reconcile IM executed orders with the published availability, locate and pre-borrow transactions
- Report Buy to Cover transactions for SFP Operations
- Record actual quantities booked and loan numbers

Fig. 10 shows an order management summary flow, describing the inventory process and the order process. In the inventory process, an investment manager availability
file is created and the agency availability is imported. An investment manager locate file is received and imported in the agent lender system. Finally, a locate response is created and the agent lender waits for the order file that corresponds to the locate response.

[0163] In the order process, when an investor manager file is received, an order file is imported. An order reconciliation report is created that reconciles the order. Additionally, from the imported order file, an SFA Trade blotter is created and for each trade SFA loans are booked in the DML system and SFP trades are booked in the Global One system.

[0164] Fig. 11 shows an order management summary flow, as described in Fig. 10 with surrogate availability. The interim surrogate NFS availability process creates a surrogate NFS availability file. After the external availability is checked, a surrogate NFS file is created and imported in the locate request.

[0165] Fig. 12 illustrates how an investor manager availability file is created, published to the investment manager, and used by the Principal Availability macro to manage IM borrowing requests. The availability is built in batch on the mainframe and is detailed in the AIV investment manager availability file. While the batch availability process creates availability files for each investment manager, the files are no longer published to the IM as originally planned. The IM will rely on the Locate and Response process instead of the published availability.

[0166] Fig. 13 illustrates an investor manager request file process. An IM request file may be a Locate or a Pre-borrow. When a file is imported to the OMD or user enters a specific request, the OMD attempts to allocate shares to each request. If accepted, the shares are reserved. If the shares are being pre-borrowed then the process will continue with the SFA and SFP loan booking process.

[0167] Fig. 14 illustrates a request for external availability process. After the availability is determined, the response is reviewed and the agent lender may decide to go external. An
additional locate request to an external source is then created and the external source responds. According to the external source response, the investor management availability is updated. If the original response does not go external, a locate response is generated and a response file is sent to the investment manager.

[0168] Fig. 15 shows an investor manager executed orders file process. An IM Executed Orders file is imported to the OMD, the transactions are reconciled against their locates and pre-borrows and then shares are allocated (reserved) to it. All new trades, without pre-borrows, will continue with the SFA and SFP loan booking process.

[0169] Fig. 16 describes the application framework design. Availability files are collected from various agent lenders. The files contain information, for example, on the source, the client, the group, the fund, whether this is a self-borrow, the security description, Ticker, CUSIP, SEDOL, and ISIN information, quantity information, quantity that is not self-borrowed, whether this is General Collateral (GC) or Special Collateral, the description code, the settle location, and the security spread. Quantities are calculated and files are generated based on, for example, business logic, client sorting, spreads, or alternative vehicle investment percentages, client to client group relationships, client to investment manager relationships, and client level spreads. The availability files are then sent securely to investment managers for GC.

[0170] Fig. 17 shows the process of a short sale order. Specifically, at step 0.3 a locate request file is generated. The SFP receives the locate request and sends back to the investment manager a locate response file. The investment manager may have the option to communicate with the SFP to inquire about quantities and rates for the order. The SFP in response, may inform the investment manager of the available quantities and rates, generating a special order. The investment manager may chose to proceed with the special order. In such case, the SFP instructs the SFA to book the SFA trades and communicate the SFP the
quantities. The SFP trades are communicated to the investment manager who may choose whether to proceed or not with the generation of the short sale order. The short sale order of the borrowed securities is executed by an executing broker. The investment manager receives the trade confirmation, sends the trades to MCH and initiates a short sale instruction/settlement process as described in Fig. 19 or sends the confirmed short sale order file to the SFP and initiates a short sale trade entry as described in Fig. 18. The process shown on Fig. 17 makes sure that the security is delivered to the investment manager, so that on settlement day the investment manager has the security to make a delivery.

[0171] Fig. 18 shows the process for short sale trade entries after a short sale has been ordered. The short sale trade entry ensures the delivery of the specific security. Initially, the agent lender receives the order file, either by the locate process or by the phone, from the investment manager and performs reconciliations to ensure that the requests are matched with the executions, so that investment manager does not borrow too much. The trades can be booked at the agent lender as shown in the 0.13 Book SFA Trades sub-process or at the finance principal as shown in the 0.15 Book SFT Trades sub-process.

[0172] According to an embodiment of the present invention, the agent lender is able to perform self-borrowing of securities. For example, an encumbered selling may relate to a pension plan that may have fifteen different funds being one legal entity. One of those funds may be a long-short fund, while the other can be a long-only fund. If the long-only fund holds the security that long-short fund has, the agent lender will take the security from the long-only fund and move it to the long-short fund. The transfer from one fund to the other is performed to cover the short sell. This self-borrowing process is cheaper for clients, because the agent lender only charges an administration fee and does not need to put up any collateral. If the security is self-borrowed, then it is transferred inside from one fund to another to cover the short sell. If the security is not self-borrowed then it is a loan that is going to be booked.
The agent lending desk books the loan, lends it to the principal in the FSC side and the Global One system records the borrowing from the principal and the lending to the client. On the account settlement date, the securities are ready to be moved and delivered to the client's account.

[0173] Fig. 19 shows a short sale instruction or settlement process, according to embodiments of the present invention. This process reports when all the borrowing is complete and everything is booked and also sends instructions to the bank's custody system for making the deliveries. Specifically, the assets are sitting in the lending client's account and they need to be borrowed and transferred to the AIVs account. Fig. 19 shows both the self-borrow and the non-self borrow processes. In the non-self-borrow case, the securities are moving from agent lending (DTC 997) to principal lending (DTC 998), shown as "(XX)", and then are moved back to agent lending, shown as ("YY"). In the self-borrow case, the securities are moved within agent lending, shown as "(WW)."

[0174] The agent lender takes the securities from the custody system and moves them into the principal system on the lending side. Then the agent lender moves them back to the client's account sitting in custody. Therefore, the securities are moved back to the same place, but this is done for two different clients at the agent lender. The principal always sits in the middle of every transaction. The process also includes confirmations that the securities have been moved into the client's account, so that they can make the short-sale delivery.

[0175] In the non self-borrow case, the principal obviates the need for the lender to approve the borrower. Further, there is no need for the borrowers to communicate directly with the lenders. The lending clients need only approve the principal. The principal may perform risk analysis on the lenders and feel comfortable to lend the securities to the lender.
In the self-borrow case, movements of securities between the funds can be disclosed since funds are within the same legal entity, since the movements are just internal transfers staying within the lending agent and they don't have to move through the principal.

Fig. 20 describes a buy-to-cover process. After a client has borrowed a security and has done a short sell, they can decide to take any profit they have made by buying the security. When the buy-to-cover settles the borrowed securities are returned back to the agent lending program. In the non self-borrow case, the securities are returned to the principal and the principal delivers them back to the agent lending desk. In the self-borrow case, the securities are returned to the original fund within the legal entity.

Fig. 21 shows a process to communicate to the investor managers the availability of the equities to be lent to the principal. Investor managers may check the availability before the send locate requests.

When a client wants to initiate a short sell that is worth, for example, $100,000, a typical broker-dealer will do a margin call and require an amount of equities or cash greater than $100,000 for collateral to perform the short sell. In the case the broker-dealers require equities, when they take control of those equities, they own those equities including marketing and corporate actions and dividends. Additionally, broker-dealers can lend them to another client, put them on the street and raise cash, while the client is not aware.

Fig. 22 describes how a trade is financed according to embodiments of the present invention, when clients do not have any cash to provide as collateral. In such case, the lending agent and the client work jointly to raise the collateral, for example, by utilizing long equities. The agent lender lends the long equities and for every lending you collect cash collateral. In a traditional agent lending program, that cash would get invested trying to make the spread, paying back to the broker versus the profit of the investment. In the disclosed agent lending program, that cash is not invested but it is returned to the client who gives it to...
the principal to pay for the borrowed securities. This is a considerably cheaper way of financing compared to a broker-dealer system. Additionally, there is transparency involved in every loan put for financing. Moreover, many clients prefer getting cash for the equities lending.

[0181] Fig. 23 shows a contract compare and mark to market process. In Fig. 23, "Loanet" is a contract compare service provider and "LAMS" is a low-net automated mark system. Assuming that the agent lending investor is the lender and the principal investor is the borrower, every night contracts are compared to make sure that contracts are booked the same way and they are synchronized. Additionally, according to embodiments of the present invention, once the contracts are compared, marks are generated on both sides, those marks providing information, for example, that the securities are moving in the price that were borrowed. For example, assuming that every day a certain collateral has to be kept, and the price of the security dropped from the lent price of the previous day, the client can collect some cash back. The client can mark the agent lending desk and get the cash back. If the next day the price goes up, the agent lending desk can do a mark and request some cash back. "Loanet" can automate the collateral level, for example, to be at 102%.

[0182] Fig. 24 shows an income collection process (dividends), involving on the payable date settling pending income events, lending fund entitlements, debits from the principal, and credits from the agent lender.

[0183] Figs. 25 - 28 show mandatory corporate action processes. Global Services is a custody group, which manages the corporate actions. Specifically, Fig. 25 describes a mandatory corporate action involving a security exchange. The types of actions reflected may include exchanges, reverse splits, or name and CUSIP changes. Fig. 26 describes a mandatory corporate action involving security splits. The types of actions reflected may include stock splits or stock dividends. Fig. 27 describes a mandatory corporate action
involving security spin-offs, being assigned a new CUSIP. The types of actions reflected may include rights distributions, spin-offs, or warrants. Fig. 28 describes a mandatory corporate action involving cash. The action reflected may include cash mergers (takeovers).

[0184] In voluntary corporate action, shown in Figs. 29 and 30, the client is able to make a choice as to the type of corporate action they want to take. Clients may choose a voluntary corporate action involving either cash (Fig. 29) or security exchange (Fig. 30). The lending agent will then act accordingly to the client's choice, so that the borrower has no option.

[0185] Figure 31 shows a user-entered instruction process flow for international markets according to an alternate embodiment of the invention. Specifically, after the user enters and authorizes a trade, the trade is placed into a queue to enter the GSMAC common custodial interface (CCI). If the trade is posted to GSMAC, the GSMAC settlement status database is updated, and the status update is placed into a custody router queue. Additionally, a note is sent to the sub-custodian, which sends a GSMAC confirmation. If the trade is not posted to GSMAC, the CCI or GSMAC negative acknowledge (NAK) database is updated and the negative acknowledgement is placed into an error queue. Finally, a settlement upload report and error report is generated, from the contents of the custody router queue and the error queue.

[0186] Figure 32 shows an international availability and order management process flow, according to embodiments of the present invention. For each Order Management Database (OMD) market, alternate investment vehicle availabilities are generated for different sources, including, but not limited, to SFP availability, surrogate availability, self-borrow availability, and lender availability. Based on received locate requests and the alternate investment vehicle availabilities, the locate requests are managed and the process creates a locate response. Consequently, orders are processed based on received order requests and an order response is created.
Figures 33-38 show the transition from manual to automatic cancellation process flows, according to embodiments of the present invention. According to the process shown in Fig. 33, a user enters a cancellation; the common custodial interface receives the cancellation instruction and a negative acknowledge (NAK) report is generated.

In Fig. 34, the Securities Finance Principal (SFP) cancels a pending trade and authorizes the cancellation of that trade in Global One (Gl) and further cancels the pending trade in the Security Movement and Control system (SMAC). The cancellation instruction from Global One is processed and queued into the Gl CCI Message Queue (MQ) Error Queue through the CCI NAK database and the cancellation instruction from SMAC is processed and queued into the Gl SMAC MQ Custody Router Queue. A settlement upload and error report is generated, for example, from the CCI negative acknowledge status or the SMAC canceled status.

Fig. 35 shows an alternative embodiment of the automatic cancellation process flow of Fig. 34, where the cancellation instruction is additionally processed through a Depository Trust Company (DTC), which sends a confirmation to the SMAC cancelled status updates database.

Fig. 36 shows an alternative automatic cancellation process flow according to embodiments of the present invention. As shown in the process flow, the SFP cancels a pending trade and authorizes the cancellation. The cancel instruction is queued in the Gl CCI MQ queue and then received by the CCI. If the cancellation instruction is successfully processed, it is forward through the SMAC cancellation status updates database, and it is queued in the Gl SMAC MQ custody router queue. If there is no match in the CCI, the negative acknowledge database is updated and the cancellation instruction is queued in the Gl CCI MQ Error queue. A settlement upload and error report is generated, for example, from the CCI negative acknowledge status or the SMAC canceled status.
Fig. 37 shows an alternative embodiment of the automatic cancellation process flow of Fig. 36, where the successfully processed cancellation instruction is processed through a Depository Trust Company (DTC), which sends a confirmation to the SMAC cancelled status updates database.

Fig. 38 shows a cancellation process flow for the global security movement and control system (GSMAC), according to the user-interface described in Fig. 31. As described above, after the user enters and authorizes a trade, the trade is placed into a queue to enter the GSMAC common custodial interface (CCI). If the trade is posted to GSMAC, the GSMAC settlement status database is updated, and the status update is placed into a custody router queue. Additionally, a note is sent to the sub-custodian, which sends a confirmation to GSMAC. If the trade is not posted to GSMAC, the CCI or GSMAC negative acknowledge (NAK) database is updated and the negative acknowledgement is placed into an error queue. Finally, a settlement upload report and error report is generated, from the contents of the custody router queue and the error queue.

Fig. 39 shows the cancel flow from Global One through CCI into SMAC. The user enters the cancellation instructions which are received by CCI. If the instruction fails, a negative acknowledgement report is generated. If the instruction passes through the CCI, the cancellation details are sent to SMAC. If the cancellation instruction matches the original trade order, SMAC checks whether the trade status is eligible for the cancellation. If the trade status is eligible for cancelation, SMAC issues the cancel instruction and if the automated cancel is successful, a success update is sent to Global One. If the trade status is not eligible or if the cancellation instruction does not match the original trade or if the automated cancel was not successful, a reject message is sent to Global One, and a reject report is generated.
Fig. 40 shows the cancel flow from Global One through CCI into GSMAC. Similar to the process flow of Fig. 39, the user enters the cancellation instructions which are received by CCI. If the instruction fails, a reject report is generated. If the instruction passes through the CCI, the cancellation details are sent to GSMAC. If the cancellation instruction matches the original trade order, GSMAC checks whether the trade status is eligible for the cancel. If the trade status is eligible for cancelation, GSMAC checks whether to wait for the cancellation. If the trade has not been sent to the sub custodian GSMAC can immediately update the status to CXTR (Status on GSMAC of Canceled Trade). If the trade has been sent to the sub custodian a cancel notice has to be sent to the sub custodian (CXPD) and will be updated to CXTR once confirmation is received. If there is no pending, the CXTR update is sent to Publish/Subscribe (PubSub), which denotes how the responses are sent (i.e. does the other system come in and get the messages or does the GSMAC system send out - publish - the messages), and the process ends. In the case there cancellation instruction is pending, the cancellation instructions is sent to the sub-custodian and the CXPD (Cancel Trade Pending) update is sent to PubSub. The subcustodian receives the process cancellation and sends a message to GSMAC confirming the cancellation. If the automated cancellation was successful, a CXTR update is sent to PubSub and the process ends. In the case where the automated cancellation was not successful, a manual cancellation process is invoked and a CXTR update is sent to PubSub.

Fig. 41 shows a reconciliation model of an enhanced custody and lending model for international markets according to an alternate embodiment of the invention, utilizing GSMAC. Specifically, the reconciliations model includes:

1) SFA Loan Contracts to SFP Borrow Contracts between the Global One SFP and DML

2) SFA SB loans to AIV SB Borrows between the Global One AIV and DML
3) G1 to DML SB Contracts between the Global One AIV and DML

4) G1 to DML SB Billing between the Global One AIV and DML

5) SFP Borrows to SFP Loans within Global One SFP

6) SFP Loans to AIV Borrows between Global One AIV and Global One SFP

7) AIV Borrows to AIV Borrows

8) SFP Borrows to SFP Borrows, SFP Loans to SFP loans between Global One SFP and GSMAC

9) AIV Shorts to Borrows, Pending Sales to Pending Borrows, Pending Buys to Pending Borrow Returns between Global One SFP and GSMAC.

10) SFP Borrows to SFP Loans, Pending Borrows to Pending Loans, Pending Borrow Returns to Pending Loan Returns

[0196] Figure 42 shows an international cash financing forecast report generation process flow, according to embodiments of the present invention. A first branch of the process provides a Financing Supply Summary and a second branch of the process provides a Financing Demand Summary. The Financing Supply and Demand are combined to provide the cash financing forecast report.

[0197] Fig. 43 shows a short sell trade loan and borrow process flow according to an alternate embodiment of the invention. The investment manager on the trade date issues the Short Sell instruction. Global One receives the instruction and applies rules for various systems (e.g. ETD, FTM, CCI, MCH, ETA, LCCS) and the instruction is received in a depository or agent bank. In the case of an internal borrow, the day following trade day, the loan and borrow instructions are executed, appropriate rules are applied, and on the settlement day GSMAC performs auto-settling of the loans and borrows. In the case of an external borrow, the appropriate rules for the loan and borrow trades are applied the previous day of the settlement.
Fig. 44 shows a buy to cover/trade loan return and buy return process flow according to an alternate embodiment of the invention. The process is very similar to the one described in connection to Fig. 43. The investment manager on the trade date issues the Buy-to-Cover instruction. Global One receives the instruction and applies rules for various systems (e.g. ETD, FTM, CCI, MCH, ETA, LCCS) and the instruction is received in a depository or agent bank. In the case of an internal borrow, the day following trade day, the loan and borrow return instructions are executed, appropriate rules are applied, and on the settlement day GSMAC performs auto-settling of the loan and borrow returns. In the case of an external borrow, the appropriate rules for the loan and borrow returns are applied the previous day of the settlement.

Fig. 45 shows a short sell/loan and borrow process flow in Europe Australia and Far East (EAFE) markets according to an alternate embodiment of the invention. Specifically, three types of borrows are shown: a self borrow, a non-self borrow and an external borrow. In the self borrow type example, Securities Loan Enterprise (SLE) instructs to GSMAC to deliver 900 shares from a first AIV fund and another 900 shares from a second AIV fund to a third fund within the same legal entity. SLE is the SFA application that communicates instructions to GSMAC. The 900 shares from the first and second funds are received (bought) by a fourth fund (shown as E801). The total 1800 shares from the fourth fund (E801) are delivered to the third fund to cover a short sell.

In the Non-Self Borrow type example, SLE instructs GSMAC to deliver a total number of 600 shares from three funds to account SL50. Fund E801 receives the 600 shares, and in turn delivers the shares to account SL50. Finally, 250 shares are delivered to fund X to cover a fund X short sell and 350 shares are delivered to fund Y to cover the fund Y short sell.
In the external type example, a lending instruction results in an external borrow from an external Lending agent of 500 shares, for example, from Morgan Stanley, to account SL50. The 500 shares are received by fund SL50 and then they are delivered to another fund Z to cover a short sell.

In Fig. 46 the different shares that were borrowed in the three examples of Fig. 45 are returned to the funds that were received from. For example, in the self-borrow type example, the 1800 shares are returned from the third fund to the first and second funds.

In the Non-Self borrow example, the 600 borrowed shares are returned to the three funds. Finally, in the external borrow type example the 500 shares are returned to Morgan Stanley.

Figure 47 shows in more detail the self-borrow example of Fig. 45. Specifically, the investment manager requests the self-borrow. The Securities Finance Agent locates the required shares, using DML and SLE. Funds 1 and 2 are identified in the DML as having available the requested shares. The single SLE loan instruction generates several individual instructions for GSMAC to execute. The diagram shows each SFA buy and SFA loan transaction associates with the short sell. The buy and loan transactions initially receive and then deliver the shares from each fund that is participating in the short sell. Specifically, in the self-borrow example, XXX shares are delivered from fund 1 to E801 and XXX shares are delivered from fund 2 to E801. The GSMAC Sell transaction will move the shares from the SFA clearing account E801 to the new SFP market account SL50.

Figures 48-55 show non-self borrow process flows in Europe Australia and Far East (EAFE) markets. The diagrams depicted in the figures show in more detail the non-self borrow, short sell example of Fig. 45. As shown in Fig. 48, the investment manager requests the short sell, where fund X intends to short sell 250 shares of a security and fund Y intends to short sell 350 shares of the same security.
Fig. 49 shows that the securities finance agent locates the required shares, using the DML and the SLE. In the specific example, data within DML shows that the shares of the required security are available in three funds. Funds 1, 2, and 3 have 100, 200, and 300 shares respectively. In the particular non-self borrow example, funds X, Y, 1, 2, and 3 are all held in different legal entities.

The single SLE loan instruction generates several individual instructions for GSMAC, as shown in Fig. 50. The diagram shows each SFA buy and SGA loan transactions associated with this short sell. The buy and loan transactions initially receive and then deliver, the shares from each participating fund in the short sell. In the particular example, 100 shares are delivered from fund 1 to E801, 200 shares from fund 2 to E801, and 300 shares from fund 3 to E801. After the 600 shares have been moved from the individual funds to the SFA clearing account (E801) the second part of the SLE instruction moves the 600 shares to a new SFP market account (SL50).

The GSMAC Sell transaction moves the 600 shares from the SFA clearing account (E801) to the SFP market account SL50, as shown in Fig. 51. The SFP market account (SL50) and the SFA clearing account (E801) are in different omnibus securities accounts and the transaction goes to a market sub-custodian (OMOI).

In parallel with the SFA loan instruction, the SFP has sent borrow instructions to GSMAC, shown in Fig. 52. The instruction to GSMAC is a borrow instruction for the new SL50 market account to receive 600 shares from E801.

Additional to the borrow instruction, Global One also sends specific loan and borrow instructions to cover the Short Sell for each fund (funds X and Y in the particular example) involved in the original Short Sell, as shown in Fig. 53. A loan instruction is sent by G1 to GSMAC to deliver 250 shares from the SFP account SL50 to fund X. A borrow instruction is sent by G1 to GSMAC to receive 250 shares from SL50 to fund X.
Similarly, the same set of borrow and loan instructions will be sent from G1 to GSMAC to transfer 350 shares from the new SFP market account SL50 to fund Y, as shown in Fig. 54. In the particular example, both funds X and Y, which are in the same omnibus account, would have shares to cover the original Short Sell transaction.

Fig. 55 presents the complete set of the non self borrow short sell instructions. Figure 56 presents in more detail the external borrow type example initially presented in Fig. 46. Specifically, the investment manager requests the external borrow. Global One sends a Borrow instruction to the SFP market account SL50 to receive 500 shares from an external lender, for example, Morgan Stanley. Additionally, Global One sends a loan instruction to SL50 to deliver 500 shares to fund Z and a borrow instruction to fund Z to receive 500 instructions from account SL50. In parallel, the External lender sends borrow instruction for delivering 500 shares to account SL50.

Figure 57 shows a combined non-self and external borrow process flow. According to the example, the investment manager requests the short sell, where fund X intends to borrow 250 shares of a security and fund Y intends to short sell 750 shares of the same security.

The SFA clearing account (E801) is instructed to deliver 600 shares (received from three different funds) to the SFP market account SL50. The remaining 400 required shares are delivered to SL50 from an external lender, for example, Morgan Stanley. When the 1000 shares are in the SFP market account SL50, they can be delivered to fund X and fund Y.

Figure 58 shows in more detail the self borrow return example presented in Fig. 47. The investment manager requests the self borrow return and consequently, multiple instructions are issued. Global One issues an instruction for borrow return of the 1800 shares from fund 3 to E801. SLE issues multiple instructions, including receiving the 1800 shares
from E801, delivering the 1800 shares to funds 1 and 2, and receiving by funds 1 and 2, 900 shares each from E801.

[0217] Figure 59 shows in more detail the non-self borrow return example presented in Fig. 47. The investment manager requests the non-self borrow return and consequently, Global One and SLE issue multiple instructions for the completion of the borrow return.

[0218] Specifically, Global One issues instructions for:

- receiving by account SL50 250 shares from fund X
- delivering by fund X 250 shares to SL50
- receiving by account SL50 350 shares from fund Y
- delivering by fund Y 350 shares to SL50
- delivering by E801 a total of 600 shares from account SL50

[0219] Additionally, SLE issues instructions for:

- receiving by E801 600 shares from account SL50
- delivering the 600 shares to funds 1, 2, and 3 from E801
- receiving by fund 1 100 shares from E801
- receiving by fund 2 200 shares from E801
- receiving by fund 3 300 shares from E801

[0220] Figure 60 shows in more detail the external borrow return example presented in Fig. 46. The investment manager requests the external borrow return and, consequently, Global One issues i) a receive instruction by SL50 of 500 shares from fund Z, ii) an instruction to fund Z to deliver 500 shares to SL50, and iii) an instruction to SL50 to deliver the 500 shares to the external lender.

[0221] Fig. 61 shows a non-self and external borrow return process flow in EAFE markets. Fig. 61 presents in detail the instructions issued by Global One and the instructions
issued by SLE, for the return of 600 shares to funds 1, 2, and 3 and for the return of 400 shares to the external lender.

[0222] Figs. 62-63 show non-self borrow process flows in the Canada market. Specifically, Fig. 62 shows a cross section review of the loan and borrow instructions from Global One. A first instruction (IA) delivers 600 shares to fund X. The instruction is submitted, matched, and settled in the Local Custodian Clearing System (LCCS) and a match status is sent to GSMAC and settlement status is sent to global one through GSMAC. Similarly for the second (IB) instruction, the receive instruction is "alleged" in LCCS, where the matching and settling is also performed. A match status is sent to GSMAC and settlement status is sent to global one through GSMAC.

[0223] Fig. 63 shows the whole non-self borrow short sell borrow process. The investment manager requests the Non-self borrow, and Global One issues the following instructions:

- Deliver 600 shares to Fund X (instruction to SL50 account)
- Receive by fund X 600 shares from SL50/SSTX
- Receive 600 shares from SL50/SSTA. This is the instruction for the client's Custody account to receive in the securities they are borrowing. Three instructions are sent: the first is to receive the borrow into the principal account, the second is to deliver the security out of the principal account to the client account and the third is to receive the security into the clients account from the principal account.

[0224] SLE issues the following instructions:

- Deliver 600 shares to SL50/SSTX (instruction to E801 account)
- Receive by E801 600 shares from funds 1 and 2
- Deliver 400 shares to E801 (instruction to fund 1)
- Deliver 200 shares to E801 (instruction to fund 2)
Figure 64 shows a self borrow process flow in the Canada market. In this case, the only instruction issued by Global One is a receive instruction by fund 3 of 1800 shares from E801. SLE issues the instructions for the delivery of 1800 shares to fund 3 from the E801 account, the receive by E801 of the 1800 shares from funds 1 and 2, and the delivery of 900 shares from each of funds 1 and 2 to account E801.

Figure 65 shows an external borrow process flow in the Canada market. Global One issues an instruction to the SL50 account to receive 500 shares from an external lender, and consequently issues an instruction to the SL50 account to deliver the 500 shares to fund Z, and another instruction to fund Z to receive the shares from SL50.

Figs. 66-67 show non-self borrow return process flows in the Canada market that corresponds to the non-self borrow process described in Figs. 62 and 63. Specifically, in Fig. 67, the investment manager requests the Non-self borrow, and Global One issues the following instructions:

- Receive by SL50 600 shares from Fund X
- Deliver 600 shares to SL50/SSTX (instruction to fund X)
- Deliver 600 shares to SSTX (instruction to SL50/SSTX)

SLE issues the following instructions:

- Receive by E801 600 shares from SL50/SSTX
- Deliver 600 shares to funds 1 and 2 (instruction to E801)
- Receive by Fund 1 400 shares from E801
- Receive by Fund 2 200 shares from E801

Figure 68 shows a self borrow return process flow in the Canada market that corresponds to the self borrow return process described in Fig. 64. The investment manager requests the self borrow, and Global One issues an instruction to fund 3 to deliver 1800 shares to E801.
SLE issues the following instructions:

- Receive by E801 1800 shares from fund 3
- Deliver 1800 shares to funds 1 and 2 (instruction to E801)
- Receive by Fund 1 900 shares from E801
- Receive by Fund 2 900 shares from E801

Figure 69 shows an external borrow return process flow in the Canada market that corresponds to the external borrow return process described in Fig. 64. The investment manager requests the external borrow return, and Global One issues the following instructions:

- Receive by SL50/SSTX 500 shares from fund z
- Deliver 500 shares to SL50/SSTX (instruction to fund Z)
- Deliver 500 shares to external account (instruction to SL50/SSTX)

Additionally, the external lender is instructed to receive the 500 shares from account SL50.

Figure 70 shows a self borrow process flow in the UK market. The investment manager requests the non-self borrow, and Global One issues an instruction to fund X to receive 250 shares from SL50.

SLE issues the following instructions:

- Deliver 250 shares to E801 (instruction to fund 1)
- Receive by fund 1 250 shares from E801
- Deliver 250 shares to SL50 (instruction to E801)

Fig. 71 shows non-self borrow process flow in the UK market. The investment manager requests a borrow and ECM elects to source the security from an external lender,
and Global One issues an instruction to fund Z to receive 500 shares from SL.50/AAOXX (the ECM principal account within Custody). In the particular example, an external lender delivers 500 shares to SL.50.

[0237] Fig. 73 shows a self borrow return process flow in the UK market. The investment manager requests the self borrow return, and Global One issues an instruction to fund 3 to deliver 1800 shares to E801.

[0238] SLE issues the following instructions:

- Receive by E801 1800 shares from fund 3
- Deliver 1800 shares to funds 1 and 2 (instruction to E801)
- Receive by Fund 1 900 shares from E801
- Receive by Fund 2 900 shares from E801

[0239] Figs. 74-82 show non-self borrow return process flows in the UK market. Specifically, Fig. 74 the investment manager executes the buy to cover "Buy" transaction which initiates the borrow process by SFP operations. All following transactions will not settle until the particular transaction is settled at CREST. When the particular Buy to Cover transaction is concluded, 500 shares will be moved from the counterparty to fund X

[0240] In Fig. 75, the SFP is notified of the Buy-to-Cover transaction, which would deliver shares back to the lending agent. On the contractual settlement date (CSD), the SFP uses Global One to book the loan return, the borrow return, and the AIV borrow return instructions, processed in GSMAC. The AIV borrow return will flow to LCCS and the SFP or SL.50 related transactions will flow to the SunGard CREST link.

[0241] The LCCS instruction processing on the Loan Return and on the Buy to Cover/Buy instruction occurs as shown in Fig. 76. Specifically:

- The Loan Return instruction is entered into Global One. The instruction flows directly to CREST from Global One and it also flows to GSMAC. A specific
settlement location instruction is used to stop the GSMAC loan return instruction from flowing to LCCS from GSMAC.

• As soon as the Buy to Cover / Buy transaction is settled at CREST the desired shares for the SFP borrow will become available at CREST.

• CREST automatically moves the available shares from borrower to lender membership account.

[0242] Fig. 77 shows the LCCS instruction processing on the AIV Borrow return instruction sent by Global One to GSMAC and from GSMAC to LCCS. The instruction is sequenced as follows:

• The AIV Borrow return transaction is recognized and converted by LCCS to an SLR [Note: What does this stand for?] (deliver). LCCS will hold this message and will not send it to CREST.

• LCCS will put the GSMAC sourced SLR through a matching process to link the GSMAC created SLR transaction to the CREST sourced SLR transaction that already resides on LCCS having been pended/auto matched by CREST when the original loan (SLO) settles.

• A new real time process is created on LCCS that would Scan” all borrow returns with a contractual settlement date of today’s date to match pended SLR’s. If any are found, LCCS will send CREST an instruction that raises the priority on the SLR deliver.

[0243] Timing of the SLR is critical as shares should never remain in the SFP market account SL50 for more than 24 hours. A new SFP process will be implemented to ensure that this time requirement is maintained.

[0244] As is shown in Fig. 78, once the shares are moved to the membership account SL50, CREST will send a settlement confirmation message for both the SLR receive and for
The SLR deliver. The SLR receive confirm will flow through the Global One Interface and
the SLR deliver confirm will flow to LCCS. The SLR deliver confirmation is matched to the
SLR transaction pending on LCCS. The SLR receive confirmation is matched at Global One
and a confirm message will flow to GSMAC to settle the GSMAC transaction as well.

[0245] The settlement confirmation from CREST for the SLR deliver moves as noted:
1) From CREST to LCCS,
2) From LCCS to GSMAC, and
3) From GSMAC to Global One.

[0246] At this time the borrow return and loan return to SL50 is complete.
[0247] The borrow return to the SFA is slightly different from the SFP return, as shown
in Fig. 79. The difference is that in this borrow return process SLE will receive a real time
message from LCCS after a confirmation is received on the E801 buy transaction that has not
been instructed from SLE as of yet. The confirmation is sent based on the raise the priority
previously entered request. Once the shares are confirmed available, CREST will
automatically move them to the agent lending (SFA) membership account E801, will send a
settlement confirmation back to LCCS for the SLR receive, and will send a settlement
confirmation back to Global One for the SLR deliver.

[0248] LCCS will send a real time message to SLE after it processes the CREST
settlement of the SLR receive. The SLE message contains critical information on the original
Loan and is used to kick-off a match process on SLE. The process will match the original
loan transaction to the loan return transaction. Once this process completes SLE will execute
a loan return instruction set for GSMAC.

[0249] After the SLE real time message was received and the SLE match process was
run, SLE can execute the GSMAC instructions as shown in Fig. 80.
• First instruction: A GSMAC buy instruction will receive shares into the agent lending membership account, E801. This transaction must be confirmed prior to the settlement of the second and third instruction.

• Second instruction: The GSMAC sell transactions are created to deliver shares from E801 to the lending membership accounts, fund 1 and 2.

• Third instruction: Two GSMAC loan return transactions are created to receive shares from E801 into the lending membership accounts, funds 1 and 2.

[0250] Funds 1 and 2 are within the same participant account, therefore, LCCS will treat each pair of GSMAC instructions as an OAT [NOTE: What does it stand for?] transaction type. An OAT message contains both receive and deliver instructions. The OAT will be sent from LCSS to CREST and will be pended at CREST until shares are available.

[0251] Fig. 8.1 shows the completion of the SLE instruction. CREST will continue to move available shares automatically and CREST will continue to send LCCS settlement confirmation for all SLE instructions. LCCS will match a settlement confirmation to the pending transaction and returns a settlement confirmation message to GSMAC.

[0252] Fig. 8.2 shows all the steps for the Non-Self Borrow return combined.

[0253] Figure 8.3 shows an external borrow return process flow in the UK market, where 500 shares from fund Z are returned to the external lender, for example, Morgan Stanley. The settlement confirmation for SFP will flow from CREST to Global One to GSMAC and settlement confirmations for AIV will flow from CREST to LCCS, to GSMAC and finally to Global One.

[0254] Figure 8.4 shows a non-self borrow process flow in the UK market, which describes the delivery-by-value collateral movement for fund X and fund Y. The settlement confirmation for SFP will flow from CREST to Global One and settlement confirmations for
AIV will flow from CREST to LCCS, to GSMAC and finally to Global One. Upon 
settlement of the DBV, CREST will create a DBR (Delivery By Return) and send it to LCCS. 

[0255] Figure 85 shows an external borrow process flow in the UK market, which 
describes the delivery-by-value collateral movement for fund Z. Similarly to Fig. 84, the 
settlement confirmation for SFP will flow from CREST to Global One and settlement 
confirmations for AIV will flow from CREST to LCCS, to GSMAC and finally to Global 
One. Upon settlement of the DBV, CREST will create a DBR and send it to LCCS. 

[0256] Figure 86 shows a non-self borrow process flow in the UK market, which 
describes the DBR collateral movement for fund X and fund Y. The settlement confirmation 
for SFP will flow from CREST to Global One and settlement confirmations for AIV will 
flow from CREST to LCCS, to GSMAC and finally to Global One. DBRs will be manually 
settled. This is the reversing out of the transaction taking place in Fig. 84. On Figure 84 the 
collateral is moved into a first account at the end of the day. In this figure at the start of the 
day the collateral is moved out of the first account and back to the borrower. 

[0257] Figure 87 shows an external borrow process flow in the UK market, which 
describes the DBR collateral movement for fund Z. The settlement confirmation for SFP will 
flow from CREST to Global One and settlement confirmations for AIV will flow from 
CREST to LCCS, to GSMAC and finally to Global One. DBRs will be manually settled. 

[0258] Figs. 88-89 show "raise-the-priority" process flows, for two consecutive days, 
according to an alternate embodiment of the intention. 

[0259] As shown in Fig. 88, an SLR Deliver (SLR) from CREST awaiting matching in 
LCCS and a GSMAC Borrow Return (BR) instruction sent to LCCS can invoke the Raise-
The-Priority (RTP) process on the contractual settlement day. The txns (transactions) are 
compared against primary match criteria (4). Primary match criteria include: 

1. Asset identifier indicator
If there is no match on the primary match criteria, the GSMAC borrow return will appear on the "No Possible Match" queue (Scenario 1) (5). The user reviews the queue and takes appropriate action (6).

If there is a match on the primary match criteria, the system checks whether this is an one BR to one SLR txn (7). If there is, the system checks whether the BR shares are equal to the SLR shares (8). In this case, the LCCS sends an RTP to CREST for SLR(s) (9). If the number of shares is not equal, the system checks if the BR shares are fewer than the SLR shares (scenario 3) (10). In this case, BR and SLR(s) are sent to a "Possible Match" queue. Upon instruction from SFP, LCCS sends SPLIT SLR messages to CREST (11) and CREST sends split shares to LCCS. A user will "force match" the SLR(s) and sends instruction to RTP (12).

If the BR shares are greater than the SLR shares, GSMAC borrow returns and SLR(s) will appear on "Possible Match" queue (13). Then the user can review the queue and can determine if BR should be cancelled and rebook (14).

If this is not a one BR to one SLR txn, then the system checks whether this is a one BR to many SLR txns (15). If it is not, the process ends. In the contrary case, GSMAC BR and SLR(s) will appear on the "Possible match" queue (16). The user can call the SFP to determine which SLR(s) to "force match" with the BR (17) and, finally, the system checks if there are any SLR(s) required to be split (scenario 6a and 6b) (18). If there are, BR and
SLR(s) are sent to a "Possible Match" queue. Upon instruction from SFP, LCCS sends SPLIT SLR messages to CREST (11) and CREST sends split shares to LCCS. A user will "force match" the SLR(s) and sends instruction to RTP (12).

[0264] If no SLR requires to be split, the user can "force match" the SLR(s) and sends to LCCS an instruction to RTP (19).

[0265] In the RTP process flow of Day 2, shown in Fig. 89, two additional checks are introduced. After the system checks whether this is a one BR to many SLR txns, the system checks whether the BR shares are equal to the aggregate total of the SLR shares (16). If they are, the LCCS sends an RTP to CREST for SLR(s) (9). If they are not equal, the system checks whether the BR shares are fewer than the aggregate total of the SLR shares (scenario 6) (17). If this is not true, then GSMAC borrow returns and SLR(s) will appear on "Possible Match" queue (13). Then the user can review the queue and can determine if BR should be cancelled and rebook (14). If it is true, GSMAC BR and SLR(s) will appear on the "Possible match" queue (18). The user can call the SFP to determine which SLR(s) to "force match" with the BR (19) and, finally, the system checks if there are any SLR(s) required to be split (scenario 6a and 6b) (20). If there are, BR and SLR(s) are sent to a "Possible Match" queue. Upon instruction from SFP, LCCS sends SPLIT SLR messages to CREST (11) and CREST sends split shares to LCCS. A user will "force match" the SLR(s) and sends instruction to RTP (12).

[0266] If no SLR requires to be split, the user can "force match" the SLR(s) and sends to LCCS an instruction to RTP.

[0267] It will be also be understood that the detailed description herein may be presented in terms of program procedures executed on a computer or network of computers. These procedural descriptions and representations are the means used by those skilled in the art to most effectively convey the substance of their work to others skilled in the art.
A procedure is here, and generally, conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of steps leading to a desired result. These steps are those requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared and otherwise manipulated. It proves convenient at times, principally for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like. It should be noted, however, that all of these and similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied to these quantities.

Further, the manipulations performed are often referred to in terms, such as adding or comparing, which are commonly associated with mental operations performed by a human operator. No such capability of a human operator is necessary, or desirable in most cases, in any of the operations described herein which form part of the present invention; the operations are machine operations. Useful machines for performing the operation of the present invention include general purpose digital computers or similar devices.

The present invention also relates to apparatus for performing these operations. This apparatus may be specially constructed for the required purpose or it may comprise a general purpose computer as selectively activated or reconfigured by a computer program stored in the computer. The procedures presented herein are not inherently related to a particular computer or other apparatus. Various general purpose machines may be used with programs written in accordance with the teachings herein, or it may prove more convenient to construct more specialized apparatus to perform the required method steps. The required structure for a variety of these specific machines will appear from the description provided above.
The system according to the invention may include a general purpose computer, or a specially programmed special purpose computer. The user may interact with the system via e.g., a personal computer or over PDA, e.g., the Internet an Intranet, etc. Either of these may be implemented as a distributed computer system rather than a single computer. Similarly, the communications link may be a dedicated link, a modem over a POTS line, the Internet and/or any other method of communicating between computers and/or users. Moreover, the processing could be controlled by a software program on one or more computer systems or processors, or could even be partially or wholly implemented in hardware.

Although a single computer may be used, the system according to one or more embodiments of the invention is optionally suitably equipped with a multitude or combination of processors or storage devices. For example, the computer may be replaced by, or combined with, any suitable processing system operative in accordance with the concepts of embodiments of the present invention, including sophisticated calculators, handheld, laptop/notebook, mini, mainframe and super computers, as well as processing system network combinations of the same. Further, portions of the system may be provided in any appropriate electronic format, including, for example, provided over a communication line as electronic signals, provided on CD and/or DVD, provided on optical disk memory, etc.

Any presently available or future developed computer software language and/or hardware components can be employed in such embodiments of the present invention. For example, at least some of the functionality mentioned above could be implemented using JAVA, Visual Basic, C, C++ or any assembly language appropriate in view of the processor being used. It could also be written in an object oriented and/or interpretive environment such as Java and transported to multiple destinations to various users.
It is to be understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the
details of construction and to the arrangements of the components set forth in the foregoing
description or illustrated in the drawings. For example, one or more systems described above
may be used in the enhanced securities lending process. Accordingly, it will be understood
that the invention is capable of other embodiments and of being practiced and carried out in
various ways. Also, it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology employed
herein are for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting. It should
also be noted that, while some embodiments described above may currently not be approved
under federal or other relevant regulations, these embodiments are nevertheless considered to
be part of the present invention.

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the conception, upon which this
disclosure is based, may readily be utilized as a basis for the designing of other structures,
methods and systems for carrying out the several purposes of the present invention. It is
important, therefore, that the claims be regarded as including such equivalent constructions
insofar as they do not depart from the spirit and scope of the present invention.

The many features and advantages of the embodiments of the present invention
are apparent from the detail specification, and thus, it is intended to cover all such features
and advantages of the invention that fall within the true spirit and scope of the invention. All
suitable modifications and equivalents maybe resorted to, falling within the scope of the
invention.
[0277] The invention claimed is:

1. A computer-implemented method for executing a principal lending transaction for securities managed by a global entity, to lend the securities from lending accounts of the entity to borrowing accounts of the global entity, in which the global entity acts as a principal in the transaction, the method comprising:

   electronically transmitting international securities availability information implemented by a principal lending computer system indicating availability of the international securities available for borrowing from lending accounts of the global entity;

   electronically receiving a short sale indication of an international security for a borrowing account;

   electronically generating by the principle lending computer system a transfer instruction to a custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted international security from at least one lending account to the borrowing account of the same global entity as the global entity of the at least one lending account;

   electronically transmitting the transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system; and

   electronically receiving by the principal lending computer system a record of the custody transfer.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the short sale indication is received after the short sale by monitoring a trading computer system to detect short sales by borrowing accounts.
3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the short sale indication is received before the short sale as a borrow request identifying a security to be borrowed based on the securities availability information.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, wherein the borrow request is received from an investment manager for the borrowing account.

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the step of electronically transmitting securities availability information comprises:
   electronically receiving a securities locate request identifying securities sought for borrowing; and
   electronically transmitting a securities locate request response indicating availability of the securities sought for borrowing.

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 5, wherein the securities locate request is received from an investment manager for the borrowing account.

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the lending account and the borrowing account both belong to the same client of the entity.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the securities availability information is stored in the principal lending computer system based on information from lending accounts seeking to participate in principal lending transactions.
9. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein the information from lending accounts seeking to participate in principal lending transactions is received from a lending agent of the entity.

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, further comprising initiating a lending transaction of long securities held by the borrowing account to a broker to obtain cash collateral for principal lending transaction.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the electronically transmitting the second transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted security from the principal to the borrowing account results in proceeds of sale of the borrowed security being transmitted to the borrowing account.

12. The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein the electronically transmitting the second transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted security from the principal to the borrowing account results in proceeds of sale of the borrowed security being transmitted to the borrowing account allowing the client to initiate a purchase of securities for the borrowing account using the sale proceeds to fill in a long position of the client.

13. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the international securities comprise non-US securities.

14. A system for executing a principal lending transaction for securities managed by a global entity, to lend the securities from lending accounts of the entity to borrowing
accounts of the global entity, in which the global entity acts as a principal in the transaction, the system comprising:

- a computer database configured to store international securities availability information indicating availability of the international securities available for borrowing from lending accounts of the global entity; and
- a computer server system implemented by a principal lending computer system connected to the computer database, the principal lending computer system being configured to receive a short sale indication of an international security for a borrowing account;

wherein the principal lending computer system is further configured to electronically generate a transfer instruction to a custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the international shorted security from at least one lending account to the borrowing account of the same global entity as the global entity of the at least one lending account;

wherein the principal lending computer system is further configured to electronically transmit the transfer instruction to the custody-control computer;

wherein the principal lending computer system is further configured to electronically receive a record of the custody transfer.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the short sale indication is received after the short sale by monitoring a trading computer system to detect short sales by borrowing accounts.

16. The system of claim 14, wherein the short sale indication is received before the short sale as a borrow request identifying a security to be borrowed based on the securities availability information.
17. The system of claim 16, wherein the borrow request is received from an investment manager for the borrowing account.

18. The system of claim 14, wherein the electronically transmitting securities availability information by the computer server system comprises:
   electronically receiving a securities locate request identifying securities sought for borrowing; and
   electronically transmitting a securities locate request response indicating availability of the securities sought for borrowing.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the securities locate request is received from an investment manager for the borrowing account.

20. The system of claim 14, wherein the lending account and the borrowing account both belong to the same client of the entity.

21. The system of claim 14, wherein the securities availability information is stored in the principal lending computer system based on information from lending accounts seeking to participate in principal lending transactions.

22. The system of claim 21, wherein the information from lending accounts seeking to participate in principal lending transactions is received from a lending agent of the entity.
23. The system of claim 14, wherein the system initiates a lending transaction of long securities held by the borrowing account to a broker to obtain cash collateral for principal lending transaction.

24. The system of claim 14, wherein proceeds of sale of the borrowed security are transmitted to the borrowing account when the system electronically transmits the second transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted security from the principal to the borrowing account.

25. The system of claim 24, wherein proceeds of sale of the borrowed security are transmitted to the borrowing account allowing the client to initiate a purchase of securities for the borrowing account using the sale proceeds to fill in a long position of the client when the system electronically transmits the second transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted security from the principal to the borrowing account.

26. The system of claim 14, wherein the international securities comprise non-US securities.

27. A computer-implemented method for executing a principal lending transaction for securities managed by a global entity, to lend the securities from lending accounts of the entity to borrowing accounts of the global entity, in which the global entity acts as a principal in the transaction, the method comprising:
enabling electronically transmitting international securities availability information implemented by a principal lending computer system indicating availability of the international securities available for borrowing from lending accounts of the global entity;

enabling electronically receiving a short sale indication of an international security for a borrowing account;

enabling electronically generating by the principle lending computer system a transfer instruction to a custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted international security from at least one lending account to the borrowing account of the same global entity as the global entity of the at least one lending account

enabling electronically transmitting the transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system; and

enabling electronically receiving by the principal lending computer system a record of the custody transfer.

28. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the short sale indication is received after the short sale by monitoring a trading computer system to detect short sales by borrowing accounts.

29. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the short sale indication is received before the short sale as a borrow request identifying a security to be borrowed based on the securities availability information.

30. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the step of electronically transmitting securities availability information comprises:

   electronically receiving a securities locate request identifying securities sought for borrowing; and
electronically transmitting a securities locate request response indicating availability of the securities sought for borrowing.

31. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the lending account and the borrowing account both belong to the same client of the entity.

32. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, further comprising enabling initiating a lending transaction of long securities held by the borrowing account to a broker to obtain cash collateral for principal lending transaction.

33. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the enabling electronically transmitting the second transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted security from the principal to the borrowing account results in proceeds of sale of the borrowed security being transmitted to the borrowing account.

34. The computer-implemented method of claim 33, wherein the electronically transmitting the second transfer instruction to the custody-control computer system to transfer custody of the shorted security from the principal to the borrowing account results in proceeds of sale of the borrowed security being transmitted to the borrowing account allowing the client to initiate a purchase of securities for the borrowing account using the sale proceeds to fill in a long position of the client.
35. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the international securities comprise non-US securities.
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FIG. 49
This single SLE1 loan instruction generates several individual instructions for GSMAC to execute.

This diagram shows each SFA buy and SFA loan transaction associated with this short sell.

Together the buy and loan transaction receive then deliver, respectively, shares from each fund that is participating in the short sell.

Specifically, in this example the instructions work together to:
* Deliver 100 shares from Fund 1 to E801.
* Deliver 200 shares from Fund 2 to E801.
* Deliver 300 shares from Fund 3 to E801.

Now that 600 shares in total have been moved from the individual funds to the SFA clearing account known as E801 the second part of the SLE1 instruction can take place to move these shares to the new SFP market account.
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(E801) ARE IN DIFFERENT OMNIBUS SECURITIES ACCOUNTS THE TRANSACTION
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THIS INSTRUCTION TO GSMAC IS A BORROW THAT RECEIVES 600 SHARES TO THE NEW SL50 MARKET ACCOUNT FROM E801 (TRX ID A).

FIG. 52
GLOBAL ONE (G1) ALSO SENDS SPECIFIC LOAN AND BORROW INSTRUCTIONS TO COVER THE SHORT SELL FOR EACH FUND INVOLVED IN THE ORIGINAL SHORT SELL, IN THIS EXAMPLE IT IS (FUND X AND FUND Y).

FUND X:
A LOAN INSTRUCTION IS SENT BY G1 TO GSMAC TO DELIVER 250 SHARES FROM SFP ACCOUNT SL50 TO FUND X (TRX ID B).

A BORROW INSTRUCTION IS SENT BY G1 TO GSMAC TO RECEIVE 250 SHARES FROM SL50 TO FUND X (TRX ID C).
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  - ID 3: E801 SELL
  - ID 2: E801 BUY
    - RECEIVE: 600 FROM FUND 1, FUND 2, AND FUND 3
  - ID 1: FUND 1 LOAN
    - DELIVER: 100 TO E801
  - ID 1: FUND 2 LOAN
    - DELIVER: 200 TO E801
  - ID 1: FUND 3 LOAN
    - DELIVER: 300 TO E801

NO MOVEMENT AT SUB CUSTODIAN FOR SLE1 BUY AND LOAN TRANSACTIONS GIVEN THAT THESE FUNDS ARE WITHIN THE SAME OMNIBUS SECURITIES ACCOUNT.

FIG. 55
SELF BORROW RETURN

BUY TO COVER
EAFE MARKET (EXCLUDING UK)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IM</th>
<th>SLE 1</th>
<th>GLOBAL 1</th>
<th>GSMAC</th>
<th>SUB CUSTODIAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**GLOBAL ONE INSTRUCTIONS**

**FUND 3**

ID: BTC
FUND 3 = 1800

**SLE1**

FUND 1: 900
FUND 2: -900
DML INVENTORY

**INSTRUCTION**

**FUND 3**

ID: C
BORROW RETURN

**INSTRUCTION**

**ID 3:**

801 BUY

**INSTRUCTION**

**ID 2:**

801 SELL
AND FUND 2

**INSTRUCTION**

**ID 1:**

FUND 1

**INSTRUCTION**

**ID 1:**

FUND 2

**VIEW OF SHARE MOVEMENT BETWEEN FUNDS ON GSMAC.**

FUND 3

DELIVER: 1800 TO E801

RECEIVE: 1800 FROM FUND 3

DELIVER: 1800 TO FUND 1
AND FUND 2

RECEIVE: 900 FROM E801

RECEIVE: 900 FROM E801

NO MOVEMENT OF SHARES AT SUB CUSTODIAN.

ALL FUNDS THAT PARTICIPATE IN THIS SHORT SELL EXAMPLE ARE WITHIN THE SAME OMNIBUS SECURITIES ACCOUNT.

FIG. 58
NON-SELF BORROW RETURN
BUY TO COVER
EAFE MARKET (EXCLUDING UK)

IM | SLE 1 | GLOBAL 1 | GSMAC | SUB CUSTODIAN
---|-------|----------|-------|---------------

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 29)

FUND X & Y
ID BTC: FUND X = 250 & FUND Y = 350

NON-SELF BORROW
BTC BORROW RTN START

NON-SELF BORROW
BTC SETTLED END

FIG. 59
EXTERNAL BORROW RETURN
SUB CUSTODIAN
BUY TO COVER
EAFE MARKET (EXCLUDING UK)
GLOBAL
INSTRUCTIONS
ID: LOAN RETURN
ID: BORROW RETURN
ID: BORROW RETURN
FUND Z = 500
500
MORGAN STANLEY
RECEIVE: 500 FROM FUND Z/OM01
DELIVER: 500 TO SL50
DELIVER: 500 TO EXTERNAL LENDER
FUND Z RETURN
SL50
500
SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
E801 and the lending funds 1 & 2 are within the same securities account at GSMAC. This results in the use of GSMAC internal transfer logic for transaction ID 1 and 2 above. For these transactions the GSMAC only indicator will be turned on.
SELF BORROW
SHORT SELL BORROW
SELF CUSTODY - CANADA MARKET

GLOBAL ONE INSTRUCTIONS

ALL FUNDS INVOLVED IN THIS SHORT SELL EXAMPLE ARE WITHIN THE SAME SECURITIES ACCOUNT IN GSMAC.
THIS RESULTS IN THE USE OF GSMAC INTERNAL TRANSFER LOGIC AND THE GSMAC ONLY INDICATOR BEING TURNED ON OR FLAGGED.

INSTRUCTION

FUND 3 BORROW
RECEIVE: 1800 FROM E801

ID 3: SELL
DELIVER: 1800 TO FUND 3

ID 3: E801 BUY
RECEIVE: 1800 FROM FUND 1 & FUND 2

ID 1: FUND 1 LOAN
DELIVER: 900 TO E801

ID 1: FUND 2 LOAN
DELIVER: 900 TO E801

FIG. 64
SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
FIG. 66
NON-SELF BORROW RETURN
BUY TO COVER
SELF CUSTODY - CANADA MARKET

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)

FIG. 67

E801 and the lending funds 1 & 2 are within the same securities account at GSMAC. This results in the use of GSMAC internal transfer logic for transaction ID 1 and 2 above. For these transactions, the GSMAC only indicator will be turned on.
SELF BORROW
BUY TO COVER
SELF CUSTODY - CANADA MARKET

GLOBAL ONE INSTRUCTIONS
ALL FUNDS INVOLVED IN THIS EXAMPLE ARE WITHIN
THE SAME SECURITIES ACCOUNT IN GSMAC.
THIS RESULTS IN THE USE OF GSMAC INTERNAL
TRANSFER LOGIC AND THE GSMAC ONLY INDICATOR
BEING TURNED ON OR FLAGGED.

FUND 3
ID BTC;
FUND 3 = 1600

INSTRUCTION
FUND 3: BORROW RETURN
ID C: BORROW RETURN
DELIVER: 1800
TO E801

SLE1
FUND 1
900
FUND 2
900
DML INVENTORY

LOAN RETURN
INSTRUCTION
ID 3: E801
BUY
RECEIVE: 1800
FROM FUND 3

ID 2: E801
SELL
DELIVER: 1800
TO FUND 1 & FUND 2

ID 1: FUND 1
LOAN RETURN
RECEIVE: 900
FROM E801

ID 1: FUND 2
LOAN RETURN
RECEIVE: 900
FROM E801

GSMAC
LCCS
CDS
GSMAC TRANSACTIONS
WILL FLOW TO LCCS.
HOWEVER, NO
PROCESSING WILL OCCUR
AT LCCS DUE TO THE
GSMAC ONLY INDICATOR
BEING TURNED ON OR
FLAGGED.
NO MOVEMENT.
TRANSACTIONS ARE NOT
SUBMITTED TO CDS.

FIG. 68
FN1: UPON SETTLEMENT OF THE SLO, CREST WILL CREATE AN SLR DELIVER AND RECEIVE AND WILL AUTO MATCH. AFTER MATCH CREST WILL SEND A MESSAGE TO BOTH THE LENDER AND BORROWER NOTING MATCH HAS OCCURRED.

FN2: CREST WILL SEND LCCS AN SLR FOR EACH FUND TO TRACK SHARES BORROWED. IN THIS EXAMPLE, THE FOLLOWING SLR'S WILL BE PENDED: E801, FUND X. BOTH SLR'S RELATED TO SFP WILL FLOW BACK TO GLOBAL 1.

FN3: GBX LOCATION IS REQUIRED TO BE IN PLACE TO SUPPORT THIS FLOW.

FN4: COUNTERPARTY = 2 FOR NSB TRANSACTIONS

FN5: REQUIREMENTS TO AUTOMATE SETTLEMENT OF SFP TRANSACTION BETWEEN GLOBAL ONE AND GSMAC WILL BE ADDRESSED IN A SEPARATE BSD

FIG. 71
**FIG. 72**

- **FUND Z**
  - ID SS: SHORT SELL
  - Z = 500

- **EXTERNAL LENDER**
  - ID 1: EXT. BORROW
  - I.E. MORGAN STANLEY

- **EXTERNAL BORROW**
  - SS BORROW START
  - SS SETTLED END

- **SUNGARD CREST LINK**
  - CONFIRM INSTRUCTION
  - GLOBAL ONE INSTRUCTIONS
  - CONFIRM INSTRUCTION
  - GLOBAL ONE BORROW AND LOAN INSTRUCTION
  - GLOBAL ONE SETTLEMENT CONFIRMATIONS

- **SL50**
  - BORROW
  - LOAN
  - CONFIRM

- **SL50 MATCH RECEIVE**
  - FUND Z RECEIVED FROM SL50/AA0XX
  - CONFIRM
  - SEND INS. TO: AA011
  - SLR SENT BY CREST

- **PARTICIPANT - MEMBER**
  - AA0XX
  - 500 2 SLRs CREATED
  - 500

- **FUND Z**
  - MATCH RECEIVED
  - SLR 500
  - 2 SLRs CREATED
  - 500

- **MORGAN STANLEY**
  - SLR CREATED
  - EXTERNAL PARTICIPANT

**FN1:** UPON SETTLEMENT OF THE SLO, CREST WILL CREATE AN SLR DELIVER AND RECEIVE AND WILL AUTO MATCH. AFTER MATCH CREST WILL SEND A MESSAGE TO BOTH THE LENDER AND BORROWER NOTING MATCH HAS OCCURRED.

**FN2:** CREST WILL SEND LCCS AN SLR FOR EACH FUND TO TRACK SHARES BORROWED. IN THIS I.E. THE FOLLOWING SLRS WILL BE PENDED. FUND Z, BOTH SLRS RELATED TO SFP WILL FLOW BACK TO GLOBAL 1.

**FN3:** SETTLEMENT CONFIRMATIONS FOR SL50 WILL FLOW FROM CREST TO GLOBAL ONE TO GSMAC. SETTLEMENT CONFIRMATIONS FOR SFP WILL FLOW FROM CREST TO LCCS TO GSMAC TO GLOBAL ONE.

**FN4:** DBX LOCATION IS REQUIRED TO BE IN PLACE TO SUPPORT THIS FLOW.

**FN5:** REQUIREMENTS TO AUTOMATE SETTLEMENT OF SFP TRANSACTION BETWEEN GLOBAL ONE AND GSMAC WILL BE ADDRESSED IN A SEPARATE BSD
FIG. 73
THE BUY TO COVER TRANSACTION EXECUTED BY THE INVESTMENT MANAGER WILL INITIATE THE BORROW RETURN PROCESS BY SFP OPERATIONS.

ALL TRANSACTIONS THAT FOLLOW CAN BE POSTED AND WILL NOT SETTLE UNTIL THIS BUY TO COVER TRANSACTION IS SETTLED AT CREST.

AT THE CONCLUSION OF THIS BUY TO COVER TRANSACTION 500 SHARES WILL BE MOVED FROM THE COUNTERPARTY TO FUND X.

FIG. 74
### Non-Self Borrow Return

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IM</th>
<th>SFP &amp; Global 1</th>
<th>GSMAC</th>
<th>LCCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Non-Self Borrow Return - BTC Start**

**Fund X**

- **ID BTC: Buy to Cover**
  - **X = 500**

**Global One Instructions**

**Sungard Crest Link**

- **ID A: Borrow Return**
  - Confirm
  - Instruction
  - **SL50 Borrow Return**
    - **Stop**

- **ID B: Loan Return**
  - Confirm
  - Instruction
  - **SL50 Loan Return**
    - **Stop**

- **ID C: AIV Borrow Return**
  - Instruction
  - **Fund X Borrow Return**
    - Deliver: 500 to SL50/AA0XX
      - Deliver SLR

---

**The Investment Manager** will call **Securities Finance Principal (SFP) Desk** to notify them of the **Buy to Cover Transaction in Progress** meant to deliver shares back to the Lending Agent.

On the contractual settlement date (CSD), SFP uses **Global One (G1)** to book loan return (TRX ID: B) and borrow return (TRX ID: A), and the AIV borrow return (TRX ID: C) instructions. These instructions will flow to GSMAC to be processed.

The AIV borrow return (TRX ID: C) will flow to LCCS and the SFP or SL50 related transactions (TRX ID: A & B) will flow to the Sungard Crest link.

LCCS and Sungard processing of each instruction is detailed in the diagrams that follow.

**Fig. 75**
NON-SELF BORROW RETURN

BUY TO COVER - DIAGRAM 3 OF 8
- SELF CUSTODY - UK / CREST

IM | SFP | GSMAC | LCCS | CREST
---|-----|-------|------|------

SUNGARD CREST LINK

ID B: LOAN RETURN

GLOBAL ONE INSTRUCTIONS

SFP BORROW RETURN AND LOAN RETURN INSTRUCTION

SL50 LOAN RETURN

STOP

FUND X

ID BTC: BUY TO COVER
X = 500

SETTLEMENT CONFIRMATION FROM LCCS

FUND X BUY

SETTLEMENT CONFIRMATION FROM CREST

FUND X BUY

LCCS INSTRUCTION PROCESSING ON THE LOAN RETURN AND ON THE BUY TO COVER / BUY INSTRUCTION OCCURS AS FOLLOWS:

1) THE LOAN RETURN INSTRUCTION IS ENTERED INTO GLOBAL ONE. THE INSTRUCTION FLOWS DIRECTLY TO CREST FROM GLOBAL ONE AND IT ALSO FLOWS TO GSMAC. A SPECIFIC SETTLEMENT LOCATION INSTRUCTION IS USED TO STOP THE GSMAC LOAN RETURN INSTRUCTION FROM FLOWING TO LCCS FROM GSMAC.

2) AS SOON AS THE BUY TO COVER / BUY TRANSACTION IS SETTLED AT CREST THE DESIRED SHARES FOR THE SFP BORROW RETURN WILL BECOME AVAILABLE AT CREST.

3) NOW CREST WILL AUTOMATICALLY MOVE THE AVAILABLE SHARES FROM BORROWER TO LENDER MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT.

FN: THE SLR WAS CREATED AND AUTO MATCHED DURING THE SHORT SELL TRANSACTION.

FIG. 76
FIG. 77

1. THE NON-SELF BORROW RETURN TRANSACTION IS RECOGNIZED AND CONVERTED BY LCS TO AN SLR (DELIVER). LCS WILL HOLD THIS MESSAGE AND WILL NOT SEND IT TO CREST.

2. LCS WILL PUT THE GSGMCC-SOURCED SLR THROUGH A MATCHING PROCESS TO LINK THE GSGMCC-SOURCED SLR TRANSACTION THAT ALREADY RESIDES ON LCS. IF THE MATCH HAS BEEN MATCHED, LCS WILL SEND A MATCHED MESSAGE TO CREST. LCS WILL THEN SEND THE ORIGINAL SLR THAT ALREADY RESIDES ON LCS TO CREST.

3. STEP 3 REQUIREMENTS ARE NORMAL. IF ANY ARFC GSGMCC WILL SEND AN INSTRUCTION THAT RAISES THE PRIORITY OF THE SLR.

TIMING OF THE SLR IS CRITICAL AS SHARES SHOULD NEVER REMAIN IN THE SFP MARKET ACCOUNT BEFORE THE DELIVERY DATE.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
The borrow return to the SFA is slightly different from the SFP return. The difference is that in this borrow return process SLE1 will receive a real time message from LCQS after a confirm is received on the E801 buy (TRX ID: 3) transaction that has not been instructed from SLE1 as of yet. The confirm is sent based on the raise the priority request entered previously.

1) Once shares are confirmed available CREST will:
   * automatically move them to the agent lending (SFA) membership account, E801
   * send a settlement confirmation back to LCQS for the SLR receive.
   * send a settlement confirmation back to global one for the SLR deliver.

2) LCQS sends a real time message to SLE1 after it processes the CREST settlement of the SLR receive. The SLE1 message contains critical information on the original loan and is used to kick-off a match process on SLE1. The process will match the original loan transaction to the loan return transaction. Once this process completes SLE1 will execute a loan return instruction set for GSMAC.

FIG. 79
NON-SELF BORROW RETURN
BUY TO COVER - DIAGRAM 6 OF 8
- SELF CUSTODY - UK / CREST

SFA LOAN RETURN - CURRENT/EXISTING INSTRUCTIONS & PROCESS
NOW THAT THE SLE 1 REAL TIME MESSAGE WAS RECEIVED AND THE SLE 1 MATCH PROCESS WAS RUN SLE 1 IS ABLE TO EXECUTE THE GSMAC INSTRUCTIONS ID 3, ID 2, AND ID 1 AS FOLLOWS:

ID 3) A GSMAC BUY INSTRUCTION WILL RECEIVE SHARES INTO THE AGENT LENDING MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNT, E801. THIS TRANSACTION MUST BE CONFIRMED PRIOR TO THE SETTLEMENT OF ID 2 AND ID 1 BELOW.

ID 2) TWO GSMAC SELL TRANSACTIONS ARE CREATED TO DELIVER SHARES FROM E801 TO THE LENDING MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNTS, FUND 1 & 2.

ID 1) TWO GSMAC LOAN RETURN TRANSACTIONS ARE CREATED TO RECEIVE SHARES FROM E801 INTO THE LENDING MEMBERSHIP ACCOUNTS, FUND 1 & 2.

GIVEN THAT FUNDS E801, FUND 1, AND FUND 2 ARE WITHIN THE SAME PARTICIPANT ACCOUNT LCSS WILL TREAT EACH PAIR OF GSMAC INSTRUCTIONS AS AN OAT TRANSACTION TYPE. AN OAT MESSAGE CONTAINS BOTH RECEIVE AND DELIVER INSTRUCTIONS. THE OAT WILL BE SENT FROM LCSS TO CREST AND WILL BE PENDED AT CREST UNTIL SHARES ARE AVAILABLE.

FIG. 80
NON-SELF BORROW RETURN
BUY TO COVER - DIAGRAM 8 OF 8
- SELF CUSTODY - UK / CREST

COMPLETE THE SLE 1 INSTRUCTION
CREST WILL CONTINUE TO MOVE AVAILABLE SHARES AUTOMATICALLY AND CREST WILL
CONTINUE TO SEND LCCS SETTLEMENT CONFIRMATIONS FOR ALL SLE1 INSTRUCTIONS. LCCS
WILL MATCH A SETTLEMENT CONFIRMATION TO THE PENDING TRANSACTIONS AND RETURNS A
SETTLEMENT CONFIRMATION MESSAGE TO GSMAC.

THIS CONCLUDES THE BUY TO COVER DIAGRAMS... SEE THE NEXT SLIDE FOR A COMPLETE
VIEW OF THE NSB BTC PROCESS.
FIG. 82

FN1: GBX SETTLEMENT LOCATION WILL BE USED FOR ALL SFP (SL50) TRANSACTIONS AND GBB WILL BE USED FOR AV AND SFA TRANSACTIONS.
FN2: COUNTERPARTY = 2 FOR NSB TRANSACTIONS.
FN3: REQUIREMENTS TO AUTOMATE SETTLEMENT OF SFP TRANSACTION BETWEEN GLOBAL ONE AND GSMAC WILL BE ADDRESSED IN A SEPARATE BSD.
**FN1:** SETTLEMENT CONFIRMATIONS FOR SFP WILL FLOW FROM CREST TO GLOBAL ONE. SETTLEMENT CONFIRMS FOR A IV WILL FLOW FROM CREST TO LCCS TO GSMAC AND FINALLY TO GLOBAL ONE.

**FN2:** COMBINATION OF GIVER AND TAKER TRANSACTIONS REPRESENTED WITH A, B, AND C PAIRINGS.

**FN3:** UPON SETTLEMENT OF THE DBV CREST WILL CREATE A DBR AND SEND IT TO LCCS.

**FIG. 84**
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